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May my eyes see Yourpower
May my ears hearYour word
May my breath be Your breath
May my mouth pronounce Yourword
May my shoulders be free fromsuperfluous burdens
May my hands be Your hands
May my heart be Yourheart
May my feet follow Yourway

CHAPTER I
Introduction
COSMIC INITIATION AS A CHANNEL BETWEEN EARTH AND HEAVEN
PREVIOUS LIVES – CONTACT WITH THE MASTER AND BROTHERS FROM
OTHER WORLDS AND COSMIC LEVELS GREEN RACE
I am a witness who shares what she has experienced with you because she loves you. I am a witness who prays to make
you experience as well.
Since I was born, in this life, I’ve been looking for what was the very cause of my searching. When I was a teenager I
used to talk with the disembodied, I used to carve in a ceramic workroom the cosmic brothers’ spaceships that I had
never seen photographed before and I used to paint the astral light, but the cosmic doors remained still closed.
I searched for something outside, living through any experience in a very intense way and hoping to get a rational
answer to all the questions that arose one after the other.
At the age of 33 I was finally sinking to the depths of my life and, plunged in the abyss of sorrow and despair, I felt
ready for re-birth.
A cry from the heart was breaking the illusion bonds: I even wished to die if only I could be of help, but I did not
expect to realize how.
Love had opened up the doors of infinity before me and that sort of death was in fact the beginning of real life.
I was alone at home and sleeping in my bed, it was December 24th 1987 at night, when I suddenly woke up at about one.
The lights in the house were non-stop switching on and off and were staying switched on by themselves when I put my
feet on the ground. Meanwhile, in the next room, the same phenomenon was being repeated by the TV set. I became
curious and sat in front of the screen where the sub-titles of a film on ancient Egypt were simultaneously streaming.
After a few minutes of projection, I started to see the whole room lit up in violet, with electric lighting crossing and
linking every object it contained. An invisible and indescribable force lifted my body up from the sofa where I was
sitting, as lightly as a feather.
On the floor I could see a star of David made up of two reverse triangles, a white one and a black one although this
latter immediately disappeared.
On the top of the white triangle there were three white lighted candles and the energy guiding every single movement I
made was conducting me precisely there. At first it threw my face down, then it lifted me up from the floor, while in my
mind and on my lips the invocation “from earth to heaven and from heaven to earth seemed to accompany the symbolic
union between earth and heaven”. At the same time, an impressive man dressed in white and gold and similar in shape
to ancient Egypt, with the head of a hawk, appeared on my right. He was there and took part in the rite together with
beings from other worlds that could be seen behind him. This indescribable force controlled my body and made me stay
in the triangle with my knees and hands on the floor before lifting me upright. From the animal-child evolutionary
stage, it brought me back to the conscious-adult stage, and while the chakra doors started to open, I got the impression
of being a bird, in the wing spread. This energy still made me feel like a snake floating in the air, like a vibrating wave
in the universe of time. My mind was not able to control all this and, frightened, went on shedding tears until a further
water shedding out of my body, my nose and my eyes occurred while I was sitting at my desk. Suddenly a voice from
inside talked to me and, from then on, it never kept silent. It asked me to write what it dictated since I was entitled to do
that job. So communication through telepathy and automatic writing began. The following day, 25th Christmas Day,
driven by this energy, I realized I was travelling through a precise itinerary in Rome, that is all the places housing the
Egyptian obelisks. In my heart and in my mind I could hear in a language I knew, but I could not identify chants and
prayers. By the time I reached the Piazza Navona entry where an Egyptian obelisk is housed, it was already dark. A
mysterious and increasingly heavier burden spread from the right shoulder to the whole back which bent, so that I was
hardly able to walk. Once my back was almost at the same level as the square paving, and my knees were nearly
touching my chest under the unbearable burden resting on my back, I asked God to fling me onto the ground provided
that I could get rid of it. A voice coming from everywhere both outside and inside myself suddenly asked me, calling
me by my name, whether I was willing to bear other people’s burdens or not. And inside myself the answer was yes.
Only after this assertion, the overwhelming, real and inexplicable burden mysteriously disappeared as it had previously
appeared. Suddenly, I saw 7 concentric circles of different colours around the moon. They could be seen around the
street-lamp light like an eye iris that observed and followed my steps.
Then started the 100 days’ preparation before I could become a channel between heaven and earth, from Christmas
1987 to Easter 1988. I was isolated at home, eating just a few lettuce leaves, drinking more than 2 or 3 litres of water
per day and sleeping all the time. My body plunged in a state of sudden catalepsy and I was elsewhere. A handsome
being came towards me, the same that had appeared at Christmas night, whose hawk eyes were staring at me; and
together with him was a marvellous woman looking like a human being, though with green skin. I saw them adorned

with symbols of knowledge and universal wisdom as they were becoming luminous globes, red for him and green for
her. I found myself dressed in white in a place full of blazing and very white light where I was walking on dressed like a
priestess; I returned to my life in Atlantis, in a secret place where I got ready to meet the brothers from other worlds.
This was to me an indescribable civilization, even if I had led there a life of deep sacredness and service. Visions of
immense spaces thronged with people and dancers adorned with plumes and precious stones, and visions of a
civilization of unprecedented wealth. Then appeared scenes of enormous temples with long lines of praying priests, of
immense portals and walls painted with symbols, signs and writings. These were like pages of a book that flowed into
my memory an eternal knowledge that went back there. The living statue of the hawk god talked to my heart in an
ancient beloved and comprehensible language. It received symbolic presents. Chants, prayers, invocations from my
heart went back to my lips as a far-off echo. The loved one was alive in eternity, where he was waiting for the meeting.
His hawk and wolf eyes sounded the soul, the soul retuned to life following his love teaching. When I woke up I felt
very tired and sleep was everything I really wished in order to have a rest. Either with open or closed eyes, I saw this
red globe near me, I felt its presence, its voice, in Italian or in the ancient language. I had known a serious scholar of
paranormal and U.F.O. phenomena to whom I turned in order to get a piece of advice since I thought I was going crazy.
He reassured me as to what had happened, carefully following the facts and meticulously recording everything,
supported by experts of the sector even from a psychological and medical point of view. One day, according to his
suggestion, I was phoning Luisa - a prana therapist - when I saw her hands blazing with blue light. Luisa wrote in types
belonging to that holy and ancient language that I could simultaneously speak. We were still linked together in this life.
She knew a healer in Sicily and since we felt we would meet him, she informed him in advance, by phone, about our
arrival within the week. The following day, Sunday, I found myself wandering about the Porta Portese market in Rome,
driven by this energy that guided me through telepathy. I bought a walking stick with a dog-shaped head whose pole
could be dismounted into three parts. During the few days before the meeting in Sicily, the ceaseless presence of the
hawk man seemed to be willing to open a further door. My body made slow and involuntary movements that made me
feel so frightened that I started to reject them. Finally we arrived in Sicily at the healer’s house-office. The private room
where he worked, extremely white, was full of honorary degrees and acknowledgements even by the Vatican for his
work, his miraculous healings, although he had never studied medicine before. The whole furniture was made up only
by the Sindon effigy and the statue of Jesus, besides a desk and a little working bed. He communicated a feeling of
peace, inner strength, wisdom and so much humility. He always offered me an unexpected present: a silver Egyptian
cross contained in a jewellery box. While he, Luisa and I were talking and sitting around the desk, a prana therapist,
one of his collaborators, came into the room. Two candles, a red one and a green one, had been lit up on the table
together with some incenses. The pole with the dog-shaped head had been laid on the desk. A sluggishness of mind was
gradually increasing inside me, until I turned to the one who had offered me the Egyptian cross in an ancient language.
I dismounted the pool by standing up and took out two of its parts: the upper one with the dog-shaped head and that in
the middle so as to form a cross and linking them at the centre with my right hand. That energy which guided me made
me lift up the sticks towards a precise point in the universe and pronounce sentences in the ancient language. I
collapsed on the ground crying with an unbearable pain, since I had felt that my body was suddenly exploding and
disintegrating.
The loving hands of the present prana therapists closed the energy in my physical body again, while people from the
nearby houses asked questions about what had happened. The famous healer had already left us on grounds of his work
for the following day. Now he, the hawk man, not only could speak through telepathy, but his strong and manly voice
could also be heard out of my throat, being incorporated. During the return journey, at night, I could see myself going
out of my body and following up in the sky that hawk man whose wing-spread was extremely wide. I found myself in
the universe among stars and planets, projected at an incredible speed among stars and planets that symbolically came
to meet me with the images of the zodiacal signs. I felt I was pure energy that projected itself only through thought. We
advanced in an elliptical way until we found ourselves in front of some guardians that, according to the hawk man, had
doors and dimensions through which I was able to pass, since I was in possession of the entry keys.
So I suddenly woke up in my bed, in Rome. At home, I could always see the red globe that either was incorporated or,
through telepathy, made me remember and perform millenary rites of physical and astral body purification, invocation
and guidance in the universe. From earth to heaven, from heaven to earth. I woke up by night for lunar rites, by day for
solar ones. I was earth, water, fire, air, light and vibration: I was in pyramid, I had my passage into pyramid. In the
bathtub where I was lying down I practised sound techniques, I could see my green halo and electrical discharges of
violet light into the water. A very luminous green globe came nearer and in touch with my auric body. Fulminated by
this kind of energy and bending on my back, I was crying with pain which did not concern my physical body but,
instead, the auric one. Soon after, in just one blaze, I will have burnt out the whole lighting plant of the house while
trying to switch on the light in the corridor. Looking at the mirror I could see my face changing into many others at an
unbelievable speed, and the seven halo colours opening up around the physical body that finally disappeared
completely. I was a globe of green light, without any physical body, and yet I existed and looked at myself in the
mirror, while the phenomenon was being inverted and I could see all these faces again into mine, among which some
had green skin and eyes bigger than ours. A voice repeated that they were there and that I was them and asked me not to
be frightened. I was just experiencing that in eternity and unity all forms of manifestation are divine aspects, such as my
past, present and future lives, both on this planet and elsewhere. So I started to get out of my body and to meet the
brothers on the spaceships. I heard them calling me by means of telepathy, I could see these green globes floating
around me until, falling into a state of catalepsy, I was elsewhere with them. Once I was out of my physical body, I was

aware of being, at the same time, in all points of the divine manifestation from which I could simultaneously observe a
specific event, an object or a general situation in eternity. However hard I try to take down the conscience passages to
other worlds and dimensions, it is impossible for me to explain them through the human mind, since this direct
experience can be made only by demolishing the mind. The brothers from the green dimension we were approaching
considered us like children after whom they – our cosmic older brothers - have been lovingly looking from time
immemorial. They knew everything about planet Earth and followed the evolution process of the human race hoping
that it will awaken the awareness of a planetary and universal brotherhood. They talked with me also through telepathy
writing in types and symbols of their own language that I knew and was able to decipher. I was plunged in the dark into
a pulsating atmosphere of bright points and lines that – linked together in dynamic movements – made an endless and
mobile geometry. Some years later, during a meeting, I saw the photographs taken by a physicist who had been able to
take a picture of this phenomenon with special cameras, and called it the subatomic plane. The matter was light that
pulsated while vibrating. The affection and encouragement that I continued to receive from my friend, a Mediumism
scholar and ufologist underlay his constant recording of every experience. One afternoon we were seven at home,
peacefully sitting, when the cosmic green brothers spoke for the first time through myself. I felt my heart pulsating and
expanding, and I saw the room lit up with green light at every heartbeat. I was like a radio searching for the right
frequency to which I could tune in with all the problems it implied. However, I was structured to do this service that I
was performing for the very first time in this life. The vocal communication had a non-human timbre, but easily
intelligible, while our dear friend recorded. “Green, Green like your own green we are green and we can see you. Ida
you can see us, tell us about how you see us, how we are made. We know everything about you and Isis and Horus
make us talk with you. Poor little human boys. Death and destruction, we shall help you”. From then on, special
embodied brothers and sisters have been stating they could look at me changing into the green-skinned cosmic race.
During sudden catalepsies by day or while I was dreaming in the night, the green cosmic brothers came to meet me and
I found myself with them on spaceships of wonderful civilisations. I was simultaneously living at different universe
levels, since the entry doors were always open. The green cosmic race is one of the so many races looking after us and
regarding us as younger brothers that are damaging themselves, the planet and the cosmic balance. They communicate
by either dictating through automatic writing and telepathy or using my vocal cords in a quatrain scanned Italian. The
green dimension is time, period 4 in the divine emanation. The green brothers’ grief-stricken messages refer to the use
of atomic energy which they consider to be very dangerous for us and for the planet equilibrium within the universe.
Their aim is to expand the planet and cosmic conscience as they believe we are all a part of a single energy, the key of
which is in our heart and love. They state they are ready to meet and appear to the one who opens his heart’s door in the
name of the law that makes it possible. We are them and they are us, aspects, shapes of this eternal source. They
believe our scientific and technical knowledge to be ridiculous as well as our defence and war systems that are, indeed,
capable of destroying our own life. They peacefully come with their spaceships in order to demonstrate that the cosmic
evolution law is based on the love and respect they show for our evolutionary stage, though rather childish. I have
gathered some case histories of documented close meetings with green brothers landed on planet Earth and similar
witnesses providing further evidence of my being in contact with them. All the messages which the green brothers
delivered in automatic writing and telepathy are not published in this book since it narrates my personal experience.

CHAPTER II
COSMIC CHRIST’S ENERGY
But let us come back to those hundred days from Christmas 1987 to Easter 1988 during which the universe was opening
before me its doors, its existential planes, the meetings with its mother races and divine energies. At that time I learned
how to live with an “open heart” and feel upon myself my human brothers’ diseases, thoughts and moods. The earthly
mind calmed down and I became a mirror where every single reflected thing joined together, through love. The
attentive conscience expanded and experimented what was revealed, which made it become fully aware. The hawk man
telepathically wished me peace, love and humility, performing a benevolent service for everybody. During one of those
hundred days while, as usual, I was at home sitting on the sofa, I saw a pale yellow light illuminating the room with
both open and closed eyes. I felt my soul pervaded with an increasing sense of peace and love, and while I was calling
Luisa to tell her what happened, she told me she was seeing the same yellow light at her house too. Those days, without
any explainable reason, we were both eating only fish. I was always feeling a strong need of bathing in the tub water
and it was precisely there that my astral body broke off from the physical one in order to meet the cosmic brothers.
Therefore, while I was in the water wrapped up in that yellow light, ready to be split, I could see the hawk man in the
usual red globe. We ascended together in a spiral whirl, as far as an indefinable plane or point of the endless universe. I
stood there dazzled by the yellow light diffused everywhere by that energy before which I felt like a little flame. This
source attracted me but, while it was receiving me, my astral body fell down, burnt by love in the cosmic embrace of
that divine energy. During the fall, the hawk man backed me up by telling me that I was destined to live in order to be a
witness. Shortly afterwards, I found myself completely tired out in the tub still surrounded by that yellow light. The
following day, sitting at my desk, I felt as if time had stopped, while a yellow light illuminated my mind without any
comprehensible reason. Everything was plunged into a superhuman peace and silence when I realised that the silhouette
of a human figure was crossing the room; it wore a tunic and had long hair. Its voice sent me some messages
telepathically, addressing all mankind, which I received and transcribed in automatic writing. Bewildered, my mind
searched for any possible explanation of what had just happened so that I decided to talk with Luisa and with the other
members of our group. And we resolved on meeting at Luisa’s house the following day. That day we were all present
sitting in a circle, and I held the Christian cross in one hand and the Egyptian one in the other. Everything was silent and
I felt an increasing psycho-physical dullness inside me, and while the room was being illuminated with a yellow light, I
started to split. I suddenly found myself in a point of the universe from which I could see planet Earth, splendid in its
natural colours wrapped up in a sky blue ethereal field. At the same time, I was aware that in my physical body there
was an energy fluctuating between the two crosses, which meant that there was no opposition between these two
traditions, but they were rather joined in the love of their only emanating entity. Once again in my body, I could hear
from the lips of the present ones the eye-witnesses’ experience, and I was struck with amazement. Paolo, Luisa’s
husband, said that during his short and unexpected sleep, he had been kissed by a fish wrapped up in a yellow light. All
the other members of the group, instead, agreed they had seen me while I was changing my physical features. Readers
should be informed that the different messages I received through telepathy are either recorded or available in automatic
writing, but they have not been published in this volume. I could still see - with either open or closed eyes - the red
globe and the green ones meeting each other, floating with this yellow energy, dancing the eternal life in the cosmic
harmony of the Creator. Two years after the above-said experience, in order to silence those who were asserting that I
was demoniac, I was for some days among the guests of a meeting in Rome at the Domus Mariae with exorcist
Monsignor Milingo. In his public speeches, he induced priests, bishops, and Christian cardinals to act the way they have
been asked to by Jesus in the Gospel. He didn’t realise why, although they had entered the Church, they avoided to
practise exorcisms and healings and stated that only true Christians will remain in the Catholic Church. In the chapel of
the church where the meeting was being held, all the guests, we were seated on the benches waiting for Monsignor
Milingo’s arrival who would celebrate a healing Mass. Suddenly, although all the chapel’s entry doors were still closed,
I could feel an inexplicable wind blowing among the service attendants. That cosmic energy made me feel and see his
presence, while the chapel’s doors opened wide and Monsignor Milingo entered, wrapped up in Christ’s yellow light.
During the exorcism and healing Mass I decided to participate in the Communion and Unction services that were being
held there. While I was receiving from Monsignor Milingo’s hands the Host and Unction with the holy oil on my
forehead , I could hear the manly voice of the hawk man that, using my vocal cords, thanked the officiant and called
him brother. Some years later, I had another personal experience with Christ’s energy by meeting Giorgio Bongiovanni
who received stigmata and was asked by Jesus and the Virgin Mary to spread on Earth the message according to which,
we - terrestrial people - are not the only inhabitants of the universe. Giorgio Bongiovanni bears stigmata on his feet, his
hands, his chest, and a cross on his forehead revealed to him on the same day, together with the crown of thorns. The
meeting between Giorgio and some of the attendants was usually focussed on the earth degeneration, the universal lack
of love among peoples, possible further world wars, as well as on governments’ and soldiers’ lies about the U.F.O.
phenomenon. While during the meeting between him and all the present visitors I was seated beside him in silence, with
my eyes closed I could see an expanding strong yellow light and telepathically hear the cosmic brothers’ voices in my
mind so that I could feel Giorgio’s soul throughout the whole meeting and I became increasingly more annihilated by

the unutterable state of suffering he showed. When I asked Giorgio how he could manage to live that way, he answered
me that I had just felt Christ’s suffering for mankind.

CHAPTER III
MEETING THE BLUE AND VIOLET BROTHERS – EARTH AND HEAVEN
FIGHTINGS - THE SWORD OF LIGHT
From Christmas 87 until Easter 88 I had been continuously alternating long periods of catalepsies during which I got
out of my body and long hours spent in a park adjacent to my house in Rome. In an ancestral silence, sitting on the
grass, plunging into a state of expanding conscience, I could see with open eyes that the breathing pace of mother earth
was bringing up and down the grass surface. Like every living cell, me, us, everything both in the microcosm and
macrocosm, the earth lives in divine laws’ harmony and equilibrium, and as all living parts are interlinked within the
universe, respecting and loving the Creator in each of these parts is a matter of the utmost concern. The following
afternoon, while I was coming back home from the park, I suddenly heard inside myself an indescribable sound coming
from infinity, the intensity of which was gradually increasing; it expanded through my body joining me to the whole in
this infinite love. A few days later, staying at home, with both closed and open eyes, I could see a blue light shining
upon the room until an increasing psycho-physical torpor made me get out of my physical body and come into the blue
astral dimension. The inhabitants of this dimension or conscience level I was now reaching, appeared to me as
luminous blue globes. These were more subtle energies that my mind couldn’t make out as they appeared in their
cosmic conscience level where I could experiment parameters of an endless knowledge of which we - terrestrial people
– were totally unaware. Our blue brothers are part of that existential level in divine emanation corresponding to the
conscience level they express through cosmic evolution. Going back into my exhausted body, I could still see with both
closed and open eyes the red globe, the green ones, the yellow light and the blue globes dancing together across infinity.
The following day, while I was at home in silence as usual, I felt an indescribable energy expanding from inside myself
towards the outside world. I stood up to try to react to this huge internal energy pressure rising up towards my head. As
I opened my throat, like a collapsed dam or an open door, the channelled energy finally burst out into a sound, a voice
and then a message by the blue cosmic brothers while the same colour was lighting the room. The messages we receive
from our cosmic brothers belonging to this dimension let us know its existence and corresponding conscience state in a
divine cosmic evolution of which they can provide evidence through what I had experienced. In those days, I was
certain to have been in real contact with the blue brothers also during the telephone conversation I had with Luisa who,
at the same time, was confirming that she could see both with open and closed eyes the blue globes together with the
green ones. Going out of my body, I could always see beside me the hawk man, my master and spiritual guide, leading
me to the levels or worlds of this divine manifestation during the meetings with their inhabitants. I was really exhausted
due to the immense fatigue of astral journeys, but the conscience expansion in divine worlds and dimensions
strengthened the certainty of being something more than just a body and an ego existing in a single planet of the
universe. After these cosmic explorations, across infinity levels, as I came back in my physical body, I felt my soul
imprisoned in matter, in the body, in its own limit, in the finite or relative; but I was by then free to open that entry door
and plunge again into eternity. Always during those hundred days from Christmas 87 to Easter 88, a few days after the
meeting with the blue cosmic brothers, I became a witness of the experience I am now narrating . Staying at home
alone as usual, I could see with both closed and open eyes the room as it shone with a violet light, the globes or a
presence of the green and blue cosmic brothers, Christ’s yellow light, my master, they were always there and crossed
by this frequency or violet light interacting with all of them. My body needed then a constant increase in calories, which
was unusual and excessive compared to its energy consumption; so I said it to Luisa by telephone and she told me that
she was, in her turn, experiencing the same thing. We could both see the violet light as it interacted with those of our
cosmic brothers until, some morning later, we went to the seaside on the Roman coast. We were both sitting on the sand
in a lonely and silent place listening to the sound of the waves, the echo of infinity. We could both see surroundings as
far as the eye can reach pervaded with a golden light unbearable to the physical eye, while the echo of a voice coming
from each point of that place was calling me. Luisa could hear it too, therefore – telepathically - she encouraged me to
go fearlessly to the meeting. She also stated that the same morning a blinding energy had suddenly appeared in her
house telling her to go to the seaside with me. I was with my master, with the hawk man, out of my body, projected at
an incredible speed towards an infinity level pervaded with a violet light that I was entitled to reach, like the previous
ones, by God’s order. All the energies and movements of different levels and dimensions I had so far explored in the
universe merged into an immense peace and harmony of which I was aware, since I was just experiencing it. In this
state of conscience, all energies could be crossed since all levels I had explored were simultaneously present in each of
them. The presence of an indescribable energy slowly came down from the top downwards, oscillating like a pendulum.
Prostrated, I was kneeling and bending down my forehead, in the presence of that cosmic being’s pureness at which I
didn’t dare look due to such a pure essence it emanated. It told me I was obliged to witness the experience I had had,
but I couldn’t enter the place where it was conducting us although I was able to see it. An incredible rejoicing of
presences and energies greeted and thanked it, while a source of love and power could endlessly enjoy, absorb and
emanate all of them. Every panting of my soul aimed at searching for its source in eternity could therefore smooth down
in perpetual beatitude. The following day, my soul which had been offered such an immense gift, feeling it didn’t
deserve it, cried and prayed to its eternal and immortal source for sharing this love gift with anyone else. The constant

prayer to God was that of being able to serve and help him as an instrument of his own will. An inner spur made me
pray to God for being able to fight in order to reach his eternal victory. I had nothing, really nothing to give you, except
my love and eternal devotion. One of the following nights, getting out of my body, I found myself in a dimension
without any light and inhabited by animal astral shapes. These were the lower manifestation levels we were reaching
by going down instead of ascending towards the highest level as usual. Myriads of such beings came to meet us, but
they didn’t have any interfering power since we both, me and my master and guide, had become a sound, a vibrating
wave sending them away. The following morning, after coming back in my body, I started to hear in my mind an
unknown voice obsessing me in a very clear language. It was asking for my blood, it wanted to kill me by making me
staggering, in hypnotic state, with my physical body from one wall of the house to the other, until it made me almost
unconscious and without will. This dark energy pushed me to go to the kitchen; but while I was grasping a knife in my
right hand, the hawk man - my master - started to teach me fighting techniques. His energy suddenly incorporated and a
very powerful sound uttered by the seven chakra - or doors crossing the throat - sent those malefic frequencies away
from me. Therefore, the knife suddenly dropped from my hand and I felt perfectly balanced and centred again. But this
was only the beginning of the training I was subjected to, for having previously asked God to be able to fight in his
name. Moving from the kitchen to the living room, I suddenly felt a very quick energy entering my body from below
and, at the same time, an opposite one penetrating my body from the top of my head until they crashed into each other
at the height of the navel. I was torn to pieces by two opposite forces, and the physical pain was so unendurable that I
threw myself down. I felt my body burning, but the vigilant conscience didn’t identify itself with my body anymore and
it wouldn’t have denied to be aware of its eternity in order to save it. This act of faith interrupted the test I was being
submitted and the lesson I was being taught. But, while I was sitting at the desk in order to collect myself after such an
experience, a strong, invisible and yet real hand increased its pressure on my throat, intending to strangle me. A voice in
my mind repeated it wanted to kill me, which was really happening, when I fell down from the chair taking a last
breath. A will–power, an energy of faith and love acted in unison inside me, which made me pray to God for what
was happening since only his will could have made it possible, and therefore it was right and perfect, beyond my
personal opinion. My soul thanked God while that energy I recognized only as an instrument of his will acted upon me
in order to achieve what He had established . Worn-out like that, I learned that the fear of loosing one’s physical body,
personality, can be overcome by reminding us who we really are and that pain, evil and ordeals are just made to this
purpose. Therefore, once my mental dimension had been gradually diminished, I learned how to love God’s perfection
accepting it through every test to which I was subjected by His will, thanking him for giving me this chance of growing.
During that training, I learned with the help of my master, the hawk man, that telepathically taught me how to feel the
impact with the shock wave of malefic presences, how to detect their origin and how to push them back. I felt their
presence, I could see and hear them and I was learning how to send them away in case this had been God’s will. During
those nights, while I was sleeping trying to recover my energies after the impact with this malefic power, the lesson
went on . In this astral dimension, I could see the number of dark animal shapes around me always increasing until a
huge devil appeared before me. I could see him and I felt invaded by its shock waves again and again.
With both closed and open eyes, I could see the globes of coloured light or presences of cosmic brothers and together
with them a very beautiful winged blue griffon that appeared before me for the first time. Once I was awake, I
immediately got up and went to the living room where I sat down crossing my legs on the floor. Unaccountably, my
body started to move, oscillating and drawing up in the air the infinity symbol; while with closed eyes I could see, in
this astral dimension, the presence of the winged blue griffon beside me, together with the coloured globes of cosmic
brothers. Going out of the material body in order to enter the astral dimension with my doubled one, I could see myself
still surrounded by all of them. We were projected all together at the speed of sheer thought so as to reach a point or
level of the infinite universe where an astral fighting between light powers and darkness ones was being engaged.
In a cosmic setting, animal looking demoniac presences were being opposed by their joint luminous ones, on one level
of the infinite universe. The visual effect of exploding stars and galaxies was due to the energy impact between the two
fighting fronts. I was part of those light ranks, and it was the first time I had been called to participate in this kind of
fight for which I was being prepared by my astral guides. The light powers around me were equipped with a shining
sword and each of their victorious actions against malefic powers triggered the explosion of these energies that
disintegrated in the cosmic fire.
In order to overcome the indescribable fear seizing my mind, the voice of my masters urged me to action using the
weapon of faith . So, I could se myself changing into a sword of light, a love cross that, projected in infinity by God’s
energy, became an instrument of His own will to act and provide equilibrium. Penetrating the forehead of a huge devil,
this symbolic sword caused its immediate energy transformation, while the light ranks did the same God’s will against
the darkness ones.
As soon as my astral doubled body came back into its material one, I lay down on the floor to recover my strength,
feeling exhausted and lifeless after that stress. From then on, this sword of light and love appears in order to be grasped
by my right hand only when God’s justice and will intends to transform myself into His executive instrument.
Furthermore, I learned how to identify astral archetypes of both malefic powers and my masters’. The hawk man with
his deep stretched out eyes sounding the soul appeared as the astral archetype of an immense hawk, while the blue
griffon corresponded to the astral archetype of the beloved Sicilian healer. I still feel, in my daily life, malefic
presences hidden in specific places, in deformed bodies, and human minds opposed to the law of love. The karma law
perfection is a divine tongue where the cause of past actions and their effect on the present and future ones are balanced.

Observers and executors of this weigh and equilibrium action between the two parts on the karma balance, learn how to
love, accept and thank the eternal judge for His perfect justice.
In one of my following and frequent astral journeys, I was with my master and guide - the hawk man - and learned a
new lesson on worlds’ endless expansion.. We had reached a final point of the worlds in course of endless construction
and emanation, where some presences were waiting for us. While I could see the space around me swarming with
lights, energies, worlds, planets and galaxies, I heard my guide’s voice explaining to me that those were only a part of
the structures in the universal building under eternal expansion and construction. In fact, nothingness, empty space, that
visible infinite space which was not yet full of worlds, planets and galaxies, was itself destined to become endlessly like
that. This further universal manifestation increased -inside myself- the love for the infinite power of God’s emanation,
whose infinite thought, will and love emanate, renew and give everything.

CHAPTER IV
THE DIVULGATION AND TEACHING OF THE EGYPTIAN ATLANTIS
INITIATORY TRADITION
The hundred days’ preparation – from Christmas 1987 to Easter 1988 – had now passed, during which I had been
experimenting what I have improperly tried to describe. The temporary isolation, necessary for learning, came to an end
and a great number of people started to flock to my place to hear about my recent experience. My whole day was now
devoted to the service of my fellow beings, which I experienced with great humility and happiness. I didn’t know how
to thank God for all that he had let me experience, and the love I felt for my fellow beings urged me to pray him so that
they could share that gift with me.
Aware that each and every point of infinity hosts God’s eternal strength, I asked him to use me as a point where this
power of love could explode and expand indefinitely, thus embracing in its brightness all the beings who were ready to
receive him by his will. In my prayer I wished with all my heart that everybody could share the gift that I had been
granted in such an unexpected way. I kept symbolically seeing myself as a bright spot in the darkness, where God’s
infinite power would explode and expand as light in the dark, shining through numberless points which would be lit up
and connected, thus becoming exceptionally bright. Fearing the impact with such a powerful source, I consciously
asked him to disintegrate me if this had been necessary for this to happen. A few months later I was invited to several
different venues to talk about my experience and the Egyptian Atlantis initiatory tradition. On these occasions and on
many others my mission as a witness and a channel between heaven and earth was and still is to allow a direct contact
between the cosmic brotherhood and all those who were and are ready to take this experience.
Because I acted as an inter-dimension radio link and received – among others – the frequencies of the green beam, as I
reported my experience, I transmitted such messages to the people who were to receive them. The aim is to lead to a
further awakening of those inhabitants of the Earth who learn from my words that they have reincarnated in Egypt or in
Atlantis, and that they are part of an infinite universe which is populated by different cosmic races, who have known
and loved us and visited our planet Earth for ages. During such meetings, people so far unaware of what they are being
told, say they see my face change, while my halo expands; others state they have seen my master and the shadows of
the green brothers appear by my side. If there are, among them, some reincarnated souls of Egypt or Atlantis, such
visions and the encouragement of the cosmic brothers to pursue a path of love and service to God and to all the other
beings, are welcomed with respect and gratitude for God’s law and with a great personal commitment. Other
eyewitnesses assert that, through me, they have listened to the messages the cosmic brothers sent them telepathically,
while spaceships appeared in the sky at night and disappeared at the end of the message. The main aim of messages is
reminding the recipient soul of its cosmic origin, that is destined to endless growth and evolution in several planet
worlds inhabited by brothers and sisters who watch over us.
In addition to what has been mentioned above, the contacted people experience very personal and subjective events,
which lead many of them to witness their experience to anyone who is willing to listen. The thresholds of conscience
open up inside them, the boundaries of the mind spread out, the power of love and brotherhood expands, the seeds of
hope and faith are sown, to balance the loneliness of selfishness, the dryness of reason, the unhappiness of hatred and
division, the fear of death and the slavery of material life. During the channelling some people often relive events and
painful memories of past lives they have not yet got rid of. And since they can now accept and love what happened in
the past in the light of their present, new consciousness, they become more aware of God's perfection and love it in
themselves, in their fellow beings, and in the spreading of his will. The cases occurred during the channelling are so
specific and so different in each person, that I do not think it is worth spending more words on it now; rather, I prefer to
remember and describe the following. After the aforementioned hundred days' preparation, and since the re-awakening
of the gift of service, I had been praying God that I might share such richness with all those who would be ready to
receive it by His will. That prayer of mine - which was certainly inspired to me by God himself - was answered after
about one year. A few people and centres for esoteric studies would now accept to promote the seminars on the
Egyptian Atlantis initiatory training. He or she who attends these seminars discovers and experiences the authenticity of
the sublime knowledge of God's laws.
In fact, by learning how to use such cosmic keys of sharing and love, he opens inside himself the doors of infinity and
connects himself with universal energies so far unknown to his mind and senses. The initiatory death, that is reached by
removing the inferior rationality and the sensorial perceptions, is a kind of death through which the disciple experiences
new realities, thus starting up a new life in his boundless and endless evolution path. The Egyptian Atlantis initiatory
tradition is taught following some principles which are in common with those of other valid initiatory traditions of
planet Earth. Thanks to the first-hand experience of these truths that I gathered during those hundred days' preparation, I
have become the instrument for the spreading and the explanation of the truths themselves. Through the techniques used
in the seminars on the Egyptian Atlantis initiatory tradition, the disciple personally tests the authenticity of these truths.
During the first stage of his approach to the "sublime knowledge", it is essential for the disciple to know these
fundamental principles and to share them in his soul or degree of evolutionary conscience, in order to be later able to
experience them and be an aware instrument of their spreading.

CHAPTER V
BASIC PRINCIPLES - THE SEPTENARY PRINCIPLE; THE PRINCIPLE OF
DUALITY; THE PRINCIPLE OF TRINITY
In present-day multi-dimensional existence, the infinite parts of one single energy show its relative aspects in those
partial forms of its eternal uniqueness. By unifying such relative and partial elements in the only begotten source which
emanates and conducts its eternal source through them, a resonance state of conscience is reached in all of them. The
relative becomes infinite, and this latter transcends, thus including all its partial finite or relative aspects. As a
consequence, anyone vibrating in the only begotten note of the emanation can go through some of its relative aspects or
worlds or dimensions or times. The opening to such states of conscience is the door of the heart, interior access to the
uniqueness of its emanating source. Its formal or relative aspects are differentiated points of one single energy source
which puts them together and co-ordinates them with supreme love. The intercalary or dynamic lines of access or
connection to such differentiated expressions are energy manifestations of its own source, which builds, disintegrates,
emanates again and reabsorbs in itself every point or any other aspect it has emanated. Being then an infinite concept of
God's love, it is the expression of its own dynamics which, actually, is not such. In fact, the formal aspects of such
power of manifest love are reabsorbed in its own infinite source and are not destroyed by it because of its very essence.
Infinite transmutation is the most appropriate and intelligible key of vision the human mind can refer to in order to
conceive this aspect of the universal manifestation. The relative time of consciences on the different levels of belonging
is included in the infinite cosmic time which, by either accelerating or decelerating its own, emanates or reabsorbs in
itself its own parts.
The endless evolution of the emanated and reabsorbed part is its direct consequence on the relative level and, at the
same time, infinitely. The relative and the absolute live and are actually simultaneous truths, even though manifesting
themselves in the principle of duality thus expressed. Experience and the states of conscience unify such relative dual
aspects in one single living source in both at the same time. By transcending the level of existence related to finite time
and space, conscience can extend itself and join all the points, levels or dimensions or states of conscience its own
original source has emanated. Unicity is in the whole, the whole in unicity. The nothingness or vacuum hold in itself the
whole, which is at the same time the nothingness or the vacuum.
THE SEPTENARY PRINCIPLE
In the multi-dimensional eternal being, one only breath rules, governs and holds life in its finite infinity. The pace of its
eternal breath is septenary. The breath, the only begotten vibration of the eternal being holds in itself the force which
rules over all its universes. Thus the expansion and contraction of its septenary pace generates, holds, preserves and
renovates through transmutation, worlds and dimensions.
The only begotten continuity in the septenary pace is the expression of eternity. The very aim of emanation lies in the
cause of its essence and manifestation. By exploding and lighting up in the parts emanated from its centre, the eternal
source of love manifests its very being. It is an immortal source of love living in each and every part of its own
generated particle containing in itself the very essence of all its endless eternal force.
The genesis of the source occurs inside itself, eternally living in each and every point of its very emanation. The eternal
structure of the houses or worlds which are a home to sons and daughters are the aspects in which those parts conceive
the direct experience of this universal law by means of a degree of evolutionary conscience. Eternally ruled over by the
infinite source, the worlds of cosmic evolution are the levels of existence whose parts emanated by the father are aware,
by the evolution degree, of its own emanated and conceived force, according to the degree of awareness they have
reached. The pace of the breath of the only begotten source lives in eternal time which, though being a single vibration,
manifests itself in some types of cosmic consciences which are relevant to the levels it belongs to. The eternal lifegenerating breath takes care with endless love of every aspect in which the beings it has emanated live and rejoice
thanks to its eternal source which gives them eternal life. Rectitude or the imaginary thread drawn within the balance of
infinite worlds is the eternal support between the emanating source and each of its emanated points of consequence. If
we represent rectitude by a continuous straight line, we imagine that emanation point 1 of the line is the origin of its
very infinite emanation which in the septenary pace emanates, holds, renovates and creates endlessly.
This eternal force emanating its eternal becoming, expands and contracts its eternal energy, transforming it endlessly,
from its emanating point outward and back to it. If we establish a hypothetical point of emanation, as a consequence its
pace or septenary cosmic breath is the conscience expansion of those worlds that are inhabited by sons and daughters
and that it has emanated and connected in rectitude from its very infinite force which, although being emanated, returns
to its very immortal source. The finite related to the levels of belonging of those sons and daughters it has emanated, or
worlds of residence or planets, are then related to the spiritual growth it has reached in the process of infinite rectitude.
If the conscience of their specific inhabitants had reached the equivalent of the generating force of the immortal source,
there would be no need to belong - by degree of conscience - to that dimension or cosmic race of relative birth in the
infinite universe. The urge to a feeling of only begotten cosmic breath is the only basis of the cosmic brotherhood which
acts as the basic principle by which the harmony of these dimensions is supported and lives eternally. The cosmic law
of universal love allows the beings who are aware of such truth to feel in communion with the only begotten source and

with the relative forces with which it lives eternally. The states of evolving conscience undergoing cosmic progression
in the worlds and dimensions of the septenary pace or breath are the direct expression of this universal evolutionary
law. Paths, endless roads travelled by the parts or inhabitants of several worlds of its septenary breath and pace, live and
are the links to the main road which holds and unifies them all, even though diversifying them in immortal time.
THE PRINCIPLE OF DUALITY
In present-day multi-dimensional existence, the infinite parts of one single energy show its relative aspects in those
partial forms of its eternal uniqueness. By unifying such relative and partial elements in the only begotten source which
emanates and conducts its eternal source through them, a resonance state of conscience is reached in all of them. The
relative becomes infinite, and this latter transcends, thus including all its partial finite or relative aspects. As a
consequence, anyone vibrating in the only begotten note of the emanation can go through some of its relative aspects or
worlds or dimensions or times. The opening to such states of conscience is the door of the heart, interior access to the
uniqueness of its emanating source. Its formal or relative aspects are differentiated points of one single energy source
which puts them together and co-ordinates them with supreme love. The intercalary or dynamic lines of access or
connection to such differentiated expressions are energy manifestations of its own source, which builds, disintegrates,
emanates again and reabsorbs in itself every point or any other aspect it has emanated.
Being then an infinite concept of God's love, it is the expression of its own dynamics which, actually, is not such. In
fact, the formal aspects of such power of manifest love are reabsorbed in its own infinite source and are not destroyed
by it because of its very essence. Infinite transmutation is the most appropriate and intelligible key of vision the human
mind can refer to in order to conceive this aspect of the universal manifestation. The relative time of consciences on the
different levels of belonging is included in the infinite cosmic time which, by either accelerating or decelerating its own,
emanates or reabsorbs in itself its own parts. The endless evolution of the emanated and reabsorbed part is its direct
consequence on the relative level and, at the same time, infinitely. The relative and the absolute live and are actually
simultaneous truths, even though manifesting themselves in the principle of duality thus expressed. Experience and the
states of conscience unify such relative dual aspects in one single living source in both at the same time. By
transcending the level of existence related to finite time and space, conscience can extend itself and join all the points,
levels or dimensions or states of conscience its own original source has emanated. Unicity is in the whole, the whole in
unicity. The nothingness or vacuum hold in itself the whole, which is at the same time the nothingness or the vacuum.
Endless light points hold in themselves the infinite equivalent of God's energy which is also in its point zero or vacuum
or nothingness.
Being the origin of its own infinite and eternal source, it has in itself the power of its own motion and stillness. By using
each of its points as an infinite body, the energy explodes and is reabsorbed in each of its points endlessly, as a
principle which is manifest in relative levels connected to its own in infinity. Higher energy potential developments are
the levels of belonging of the parts it has emanated or the consciences having the next evolutionary degree. Formal
multiples are relative aspects of this only begotten source which, by transcending them all, emanates, co-ordinates,
reabsorbs and transforms indefinitely. The degrees of conscience are equal to such evolutionary passages in the levels
or dimensions of the cosmic evolution. Worlds and formal aspects are its direct extrinsic appearance. The differentiated
vibration languages emanated by the only begotten source animate stillness in the infinite motion of the resonance of
such relative codes towards the single source. The access to such differentiated and multiple resonance is attainable
only by unifying one's own to the only begotten source. But the structure itself of the relative, which holds in itself
infinity, though being potentially able to do so, cannot react to the impact with God's endless love because of the nature
of its very emanation and manifestation. Consequently, the cycles or passages to further levels or worlds or dimensions
are the key to this assumption. By gradually unifying itself to the matrix of its own being, the manifested partial
acquires consciousness or awareness of such endless process. Boundless and endlessly attainable origin in each
emanated point, the cosmic order manifests its perfection in this way. Illusionary yet real progression, in the relative, in
every point, space, dimension of conscience which, being already in the whole and in the nothingness, thus expresses
the cycle of the endless manifestation between the relative and the eternal.
Being the principle of duality or relativity, it is the appropriate expression of an eternal law to manifest its will. By
expressing this law or principle on the earth level or conscience related to such planet, the role of opposites in its
manifestation is highlighted. We have stated that each point of the infinite universes expresses the only will of its
emanating source; as a consequence of this, all the strength of his infinite will is differentiated in each single point. It is
an illusion, therefore, to believe that emanated points have got any relative power as compared to that of its emanating
source if not in position, of the principle of duality: illusory, then, and untrue. When compared to its only truth or only
begotten source of creation, a relative power emanated by it appears to be illusory, but not real, as it is the apparent
result on the level of duality or relative level, but not on the absolute level. However, in order to fully understand the
real power, it is necessary to have reached a state of conscience in which the relative has already joined the absolute,
thus demolishing the illusion of the personal relative in favour of the universal cosmic one. In such fusion with the
absolute, the unicity of the emanating source or its will in dual or illusorily opposed forces becomes a certitude. Even in
differentiated qualities in the manifest relative, the only truth or supreme infinite source appears and, by setting itself
against it, only reflects its own will. The partial or relative mind remains trapped in the illusion of such duality or
opposition, until it demolishes its relative state of conscience and can therefore cross – in the only begotten common
source – the doors of illusion, thus getting to its own very nature and to that of its fellows. The attitude to the opening of
such cosmic conscience is acquired by anyone who knows their conscience deeply and, as a consequence, submits to
the perfection of God’s will in the totality of its manifestation. It is true, in fact, that if one recognises in this perfect

source every aspect of its manifestation, one completely endorses also the illusory opposition, such a superhuman
perfection of which the relative is the partial image – relative, yet perfect, because wanted by this perfection itself. Any
concept of opposition appears therefore as illusory, when expressed in the relative, but as a different and opposite aspect
of one only perfect God’s will which in both cases is still perfect due to the very nature of its essence. By finding in
itself and everywhere the image of supreme perfection and will, the love for it joins in this afflatus or state of
conscience what in the relative was the result of illusion. Love for the perfection of its creator in all his manifestations
opens the door of the relative to connect to infinity in an embrace of such state of conscience.
THE PRINCIPLE OF TRINITY
A specific cosmic law in the microcosm, placed there by the macrocosm, highlights the principle of trinity, thought or
law of the emanation which manifests once again a powerful principle of union in the cosmic evolution of the
individual. From the relative belonging to an illusory duality, the initiate learns the law of trinity which is its direct
consequence.
If eternal love, in an illusory or relative duality or opposition, emanates its eternal energy from an only begotten
emanating source, for the very reason of its cause of love it expresses the principle of trinity as a further stress on such
cause. Being the inner motive force in the geometry of the divine mind, it draws two lines originating from the same
point, diverging from it and finally joining again at their own basis.
Considering that the unrestrainable dynamic force of such evolutionary design is the only begotten perfect power of
love, we can state that the synthesis of union between the two original lines emanated in the same point, is therefore
love. By clarifying this cosmic assumption of the divine matrix in the microcosm, we realise that from the union of the
illusory opposites, in the identical divine matrix a further, tertiary aspect is generated as a result. If we enforce this
cosmic law in everyday life, the matrix of such divine mind becomes clear, in each and every aspect in which it
manifests this truth. As far as man and woman are concerned, they turn out to be the son and daughter generated by the
illusory opposites or relatives, in the enforcement of such cosmic law.
Living love manifests itself in each point or line or situation or time as the real cause of each illusory diversification or
opposition which might evolve, thus accomplishing a divine plan and magnifying the very reason for its power and
generating an additional form of its never ending love which manifests itself in this manner. It is the eternal and
splendid law of divine perfection, whose will is manifested by all forms thus generated by the union of opposites. It is
the eternal and perfect law which magnifies its own cause of infinite love in this manifest will. When an initiate reaches
such a devotion towards the eternal source of perfect love, the direct expression of the only begotten force occurs in his
soul. The personal and real ability to experiment the truthful source of this law of trinity becomes the consequential real
experience. The typical influence of experience becomes the aim of the emanated law in the soul of the initiate. The
union of the individual soul with the only begotten matrix, no longer identifying itself with the illusory diversification
of the Ego and the sensorial world, results in the acquired experience.
It is impossible to describe by means of reason alone the state of identification which no longer involves the relative in
order to experiment the absolute. The son, the heir of the prime and ultimate design of the father, joins the latter, thus
exploring the manifest essence in its eternity. No longer limited in the opposed and illusory relative, the self is free from
all such constraints and merges in infinity. The access keys eventually open the door, the eternal love that rules
everything welcomes the heir.

CHAPTER VI
THE BREATH – THE FOUR ELEMENTS
The unitary conscience of the initiate lets him acquire experience in other expressions of the only begotten eternal
source of love. The awareness of a single eternal breath in which it lives, acquired through the breath of the initiate,
unites him to the cosmic divine breath that he recognises as the source of its own. The union to the source of love in the
cosmic breath brings about the awareness of its eternal light as the manifest aspect of this energy. The connection of the
soul to this source of light of love or sun in the heart, awakens the union and identification with this manifestation of
eternal living love.
The illusory wiping out of time and distances between suns and galaxies collapses in the awareness of the only eternal
and never ending source, and in this resonance the initiate becomes the real nature of his being. Holding in himself the
eternal source of light of living love in each point of infinity, sun, galaxy, he remembers the real matrix which keeps
him alive and united to the whole. Aware of the real identity, he sees the manifestation of God as a powerful and
imperishable, because eternal, light of love. When breathing this energy of love, he feels an indissoluble part and eternal
manifest expression of it. He realises that life is eternal and that death is a change for a new – and still eternal – life.
Free from fears and from the boundaries of the relative of the physical and sensorial level, the self expands in its true
and eternal nature.
The conscience contemplates and lives in a perfect cosmic harmony, so it expands its potential pace of cosmic
frequencies and resonance by means of the only begotten vibration of absolute love. The self, united to its manifest will,
admires speechless the splendour of the emanation in such a state of grace and ecstasy as nothing on earth will ever
equal in the relative. The spiritual peace clearly reached in this deep and truthful union with the real nature of the self is
the expression of such spiritual state. There are no more divisions nor illusions nor goals to reach, in eternity everything
is. Nothing is separated from the self, the perfect and eternal union is accomplished, harmonic and sublime in God’s
mind and in eternal love. By recalling the nature of the eternal being living in himself, the initiate crosses the threshold
of eternity and wanders in the universal conscience. Relieved from any rational and sensorial binds, from expectations
and cares, moving away from the relative he swims in the infinite oceans, where the divine thought takes on colourful
shapes, lights and vibrations. He experiences the truthfulness of this assumption, by breathing in the divine love that
lives in himself and in the forms of the elements, becoming he himself the same.
The initiate breathes the air. He breathes and becomes in the self the element in which the divine love manifests itself.
He breathes the water. He thus merges with this element in the only begotten emanating source. And, moreover, he
breathes the fire. And he lives forever in the fire of eternal love uniting himself to its source. He breathes the earth. As a
creature breathes in his mother’s womb, so the initiate joins it in eternal love. In the self the divine father is united to
mother earth with all the living forms, be they humans, plants, animals or minerals. The conscience experiences the
living self indefinitely, taking on infinite forms. By breathing the union binding the whole manifestation to its only
begotten matrix, the initiate realises that light and vibrations are its expression. By joining in the breath the light
frequencies emanated by the eternal source, he is no longer unaware of this truth, so far hidden from his conscience. In
the breath of the infinite septenary pace, such worlds – or levels of existence and their entities – are for the initiate
manifestations of the divine will and love. By expanding the conscience into the infinite septenary pace, he also
experiences the apparent dissolution of their forms and their re-absorption in the emanating source. The source
emanates him again because of its very essence of infinite love, and he realises that motion is stillness and vice versa.
He realises that the whole is nothingness and that death is life. Endlessly. Such passages of the conscience through
initiatory death and the opening of the heart connect the initiate to some cosmic realities which had been precluded to
him. Love, which is the key to infinity, transfers conscience to all the points, the levels, and the relative forms of the
eternal infinity at the same time. The opening up of the heart, the union with the original and eternal matrix, the key of
life and infinite truth manifests to the initiate the forms of its expression, which are diverse, manifold, and infinite in the
eternal present. Visions of one’s own and other people’s simultaneous incarnations in the eternal present, visual
contacts with entities from several levels of the emanation, as colourful, fluctuating globes and the ability to discern the
divine will in the dark – they are all related to such unitary state of conscience or opening of the heart and expansion of
the conscience.

CHAPTER VII
THE OPENING OF THE SEVEN DOORS
At the exact time established by the divine will, the one reborn in his eternal conscience of love receives on earth the
command to open the doors of infinity. By an identical process in the cosmic law, the partial or relative illusion
transfers to the self its own truth, that it has acquired through the opening of the doors which give access to it. It is a
cosmic process regulated by a universal law which finds in the initiate its most appropriate expression, thus allowing the
initiate to move from an egotist, sensorial, physical and relative level to an infinite cosmic one. Such gradual movement
upwards stimulates the possibility to experience it in the subtle levels of the involved entity. From the earth, the initiate
moves up to its cosmic origin, thus feeling an energy urge upwards aimed at opening the doors separating the earth level
– in which he is incarnated – from the cosmic infinite one to which he has access in this manner. The opening of the
initiate’s doors of conscience allows him to prove he is not only defined in an earthen body, but rather in a fluid and
energy configuration in seven auric colours, which he sees around himself and other people. The sight of such colourful
energies is equal to the initiate’s conscience on himself and on his brothers and sisters who emanate them around their
physical bodies.
These colourful frequencies are the emanation of subtle, hard to see with the physical eye, spiritual qualities of the
being who emanates them, which are made visible to the initiate by divine concession. In the septenary pace and divine
breath, in the individual as well as in infinity, the auric opening manifests the evident reality of such cosmic law. By
balancing inner frequencies with a similar infinite emanation by resonance, the initiate binds and connects himself to
the law of manifestation, for which he becomes an aware operational tool. As doors of love and awareness in their
truthfulness, they expand freely in energies flowing to and from the initiate in the self.
By an eternal principle, therefore similarly made explicit in the initiate’s self, eternal infinity in its septenary pace opens
up its doors to that son or daughter, allowing him or her to connect to its definite pace in the breath of cosmic love.

CHAPTER VIII
THE OPENING OF THE THIRD EYE
During the upwards movement of the conscience through the opening of the seven doors, energy defines its path and
delivers the strength of its manifest energy while flowing into a specific point, or chakra or door.
Under such bursting and pulsating thrust, a vision which by a divine command had been hidden from the initiate is now
revealed through the opening of this door. The absorption in its inner conscience of the equivalent of all the divine
potentials granted to him or her results in a precious gift to the initiate. As the wave of the manifestation permeates
everything and manifests its will in differentiated frequencies, so the upwards wave of divine love allows the initiate to
recover gifts or skills which have been latent or dormant until his re-awakening in the divine qualities that he is called to
divulge and make known by his will.
The awareness of the manifestation is recovered in the initiate’s soul, as a simultaneous action in the eternal present,
since he or she can experience it directly in this manner. The eternal divine eye of the son joins the will of the father, for
whom he acts as an operational instrument, by manifesting and knowing his will in the eternal present. Even if in
diverse dynamics, the carrier of such divine gift copes with manifold eternal realities, thus enlarging his original and
partial previous vision that the egotist physical part forced towards a cosmic urge of eternity in its manifest present,
even though in diverse consciences emanated by God in levels or forms of direct manifestation.
The conscience of the initiate expands in the vision of the eternal, infinite divine will, and therefore becomes its
instrument. The opening of the astral vision and of the subtle levels is first of all the initiate’s direct experience; yet, by
going beyond every physical, sensorial limitation, the cosmic eye admires the power of the father in forms, lights and
manifestations which were previously unknown and are now revealed. In this vision, the eye expands and explores the
eternal infinity by enjoying its magnificence and going beyond the boundaries previously imposed to him by the divine
law and now showing him its infinite immensity.
By drowning in this sea of love, peace and bliss, the initiate is carried over and admires the perfection of the divine love
power, which proves to be magnificent and infinite in all its diverse manifestations, which are – though – generated by
one single source. As an instrument of love and by God’s love, the initiate becomes his operational instrument serving
the power which acts in him or her by his will and grace or gift granted to this aim. The abilities to interact
simultaneously in the only begotten vision of the eternal present make the initiate apt to confirm this eternal law by
means of this experience of the conscience.

CHAPTER IX
CONSCIENCE TRANSLATION BY MEANS OF THE DOUBLE FROM THE
PHYSICAL SENSORIAL LEVEL TO THE ASTRAL LEVEL
The vision the power has granted to the initiate – who consequently becomes its aware instrument – by means of the
acquired experience allows the initiate to consider him or herself as no longer limited in the physical sensorial level. By
God’s command, the potential acquired by the initiate to expand his conscience in the bliss of visions, granted by the
power in its eternal manifestation, increases further.
By God’s command and in the time He has justly established, the initiate can move downwards and move in the divine
eternal infinity, among plain worlds and aspects of manifest love of the divine eternity. Therefore the initiate is granted
not only the access to visions and wide perceptions to accesses of the eternal infinite manifesting itself, but rather the
ability to move in the eternal time by God’s command thanks to the gift received through his double astral body. This
further initiatory passage granted by God’s will allows the initiate’s self to wander in cosmic realities previously
precluded to him or her in order for him to testify of its truthfulness and authenticity as he has experienced it. In the
eternal fields of the manifest eternal love, the self casts its energy by means of a specific tool, called the double astral
body. In his conscience, the initiate moves away from the earthen sensorial physical level and, by means of this tool or
double astral body, projects himself, by God’s will, into realities so far unknown in this possible experience. He obtains,
therefore, not only the vision, through the opening of the third eye onto the great perfection of the power manifesting
itself as realities which can be experimented by the initiate; he also becomes able to move in this vastness with the
power of thought alone, by means of the so-called double astral body which allows him to do so. In the immense
vastness of the manifestation due to the power and self-command, the son inherits the infinite kingdom of love to which
he has access by the will of the time declared by the father. Light in light, love in the immense love of the father,
manifest in infinite realities of forms, colours, worlds and dimensions in his eternal and infinite septenary breath.
Beyond any possible logical, limited and partial human conception, the only begotten source claims in the son its
eternal appeal to find out its eternal and previously unknown truths.
Without any limits or restraints related to the sensorial physical level, the initiate opens up the doors of eternal time,
goes beyond the boundaries of the illusory and relative level of belonging, in order to magnify its own eternal source in
such a love embrace. Once the above-mentioned restraints and limitations of the physical level have been overcome, the
initiate explores the non-existing boundaries of those realities which are impossible to decode and unknown to those
who have not yet received, by God’s command, the access. By magnifying its own only begotten essence of connection
with each and every energy point – its own forms of expression – the power expands in the initiate’s self, thus
increasing its own explorative ability to reconnect each point to the source generating every reality at the established
time. It is a grace received by command of the father, who calls his son or daughter back to eternal love, by connecting
them to every form or dimension to which its manifest will belongs. Called up to magnify its infinite power, the
initiate’s self or soul expands and explores, and connects every aspect of the infinite eternal love to the only begotten
source which thus manifests itself in its eternal power. By unifying itself with each and every point of the absolute in
the terms and modes granted by the father, the son or daughter recovers the certitude of this assumption – derived by
experience – thus becoming its witness and instrument by God’s will.

CHAPTER X
THE DOORS OF THE WORLDS AND THEIR GUARDS
As each home has got spaces separated by doors which frame their accesses, so, eternal infinity has dimension doors
which are watched over by guards. The entities use these passages to move between the dimensions of the divine levels,
which thus manifest an only begotten connection between them by God’s will, and to which only those sons or
daughters chosen by God may have access.
The eternal source so established confirms its absolute and supreme power to control the passages to cosmic realities, to
which the initiate has access solely and only when the guards of this reality or these dimension doors are ordered to
open the doors. If by God’s will the son crosses some thresholds that had previously been precluded to him, this means
he has received permission to do so by the guards of the door to these cosmic dimension passages. In his astral journey,
in fact, the initiate is escorted by a traveller who mirrors in himself the knowledge of such a reality (to which he is
already been allowed) and thus initiates his companion in the astral journey. After crossing the first heaven, the one
visible to the physical eye, the initiate travels at the speed of pure thought, in a way unimaginable by human logic; he
ascends and moves forth in a frontal elliptic spiral, interacting with the stars, planets and constellations he goes past.
This way he becomes aware of their loving divine matrix and magnifies its powerful expressions in such realities.
Vibrations and unrecognisable sounds in the divine equilibrium and harmony echo from and to each and every point of
eternal infinity, in a perfect and eternal concert which the human mind could never conceive. The endless pulsations of
the planets and constellations vibrate in the only begotten – and yet differentiated – manifestation, and manifest the
beauty of the whole strength emanated by the eternity of divine love with lights and colours in an infinite harmony.
Immersed in this peaceful wholeness and union, and existing at the same time in these differentiated vibrating levels,
the initiate connects himself to such a reality, in order to be able to testify of and thus magnify, in the name of the
father, such power of infinite love. Amid the pulsations of the eternal beat of cosmic love, lights, worlds, levels and
dimensions express their truthfulness in frequencies, sounds and vibrations characterised by an absolute perfection to
which the initiate can now accede.
However, the doors of the levels are present along the path that the initiate follows by God’s command, and he can only
cross them if – by God’s will – their guards allow him or her and their guide acting as a mentor thanks to his previous
experience. When the guards let them go through these passages, by God’s will, the two travellers can experience the
vastness of the eternal father’s infinite dwelling, which is emanated by the father for the happiness of its inhabitants,
who are his children and heirs to such immensity of love. In the divine expression of such a reality, the initiate becomes
aware of the truthfulness of this assumption through a direct and personal experience. The inhabitants of the different
dimension levels of the eternal septenary breath meet him or her and with them they share knowledge, experience and
exchanges in the eternal cosmic brotherhood, where this truth becomes a reality for those who are initiated to it. The
inhabitants of realities, belonging to the mother races, accompany the traveller and share with him or her realities which
have been so far unknown to them by God’s will, and that now become part of their experience.
Brothers and sisters of eternal infinity meet in the name of God’s love and by his wish they magnify the will, the
expansion, and the evolution which can be reached by means of this experience amid the levels in the name of the only
eternal and absolute source that allows it. Aware of the cosmic strength of God’s eternal love which holds everything in
itself, the children and heirs of this acquired wisdom co-operate in his name and by his will to reach this goal, by loving
each other and co-operating in eternal infinity. Being numberless points of consciences differentiated in their evolution
plan, they recognise themselves in the name of eternal love and magnify its infinite strength, by contributing to this love
project in a cosmic expansion transcending every partial limitation between the worlds of belonging in their relative of
the entities which live there. In every time, space and dimension, the divine essence of love exalts its power by
connecting – by its own will – sons and daughters in its cosmic project of endless love. With this aim, each single
particle or self vibrates and thus loves, lives, dies and resurrects in order to glorify the eternal love strength of the father
for eternity. Growing up in their evolutionary path, his sons and daughters – following this cosmic program – cross the
boundaries of their knowledge of the father’s infinite love power and transfer into the self those forms which are more
likely to manifest in the cosmic level of belonging, specially designed to this aim. Being endless growth and evolution,
and translated into infinite dimension levels deriving from the first seven to have been generated, divine love emanates,
implodes and re-generates his sons and daughters of love in the self, in relative levels of belonging together with the
forms which have been destined to realise it in this eternal immensity. The initiate who experiences this authentic reality
magnifies the father’s love strength and from him receives the knowledge of a cosmic brotherhood of love and service
made up of the father’s children who magnify his power endlessly.

CHAPTER XI
PASSAGE INTO PYRAMID
By an eternal and well-established cosmic law, each point holds in itself all its potential deployment of lines and
geometrical shapes, expressing the divine thought and its very manifesting willpower. In the self, the initiate’s potential,
his eternal will, can therefore allow him or her to experience the passage into pyramid. In order to recover its own
eternal essence, as the awareness of the force it expresses, the initiate identifies himself with the laws of manifestation,
clearly expressed and manifest in the geometrical shapes that draw them.
He is an initiate, therefore, and he asserts that between the earth and the sun he will be an aware instrument in this
request to act according to God’s will, with which he identifies himself. From Heaven to Earth, in the self, the initiate
connects to eternity, divine perfection in its manifestation, and asserts he is one with the father in his eternity. In the
eternal point of divine expression, he identifies with him both in the manifest and in the non-manifest aspects, from full
to empty, of its identification with God’s law. He joins each and every point of its eternity, which is manifest in each
universal and eternal point, manifest or not from the Earth to Heaven, from Heaven to Earth, the initiate identifies
himself with the power of the father, who lives in him and everywhere in eternal truth and draws his strength from his
only eternal source. From the Heaven to Earth, from Earth to Heaven. He identifies himself with the law or principle of
duality in the self, and asserts he is such.
Relative and partial opposites are unified in the name of and by order of the emanating source, and the son/daughter –
by identifying him/herself with the eternal emanating source – can transcend the relative illusory aspects in its duality in
order to inherit the infinite kingdom in its only begotten aware experience. He unites the dual opposites, thus
magnifying the father/mother by being their aware son in the principle or law of trinity. From Heaven to Earth, from
Earth to Heaven, the union of the initiate with the force of the self magnifies its recognised and acquired power.
Although being incarnated in this earth level, the initiate asserts in the self that, in its only begotten name and absolute
power, he is united to the same source that manifests inside and outside him/her the four elements – earth, fire, water,
and air.
In the original absolute power he unites himself to its four aspects of these elements in the name and in the power of the
father.
The initiate states that he identifies himself with them, that he is one with their eternal source and thus expresses its
power. The perspective following this initiatory passage is the possible consequence of having access to the passage
into pyramid, if the power grants the son / daughter the possibility of experiencing it. In the eternal point of the eternal
source of infinite love, with its eternal will of perfect expansion inconceivable by human intelligence, the power
expresses its eternal laws in symbolic forms that indicate their aim. Therefore, each point holds in itself the equivalent
potential of all its infinite love power, which – in lights and geometrical lines – assert the eternal law in the keys of
assumption of such realities. In the point itself, and thus eternally, expressed in the self the cosmic potential son /
daughter who has been granted access to it, the passage becomes possible into a pyramid structure in which the father
magnifies his intrinsic strength. In this state of conscience or inner door, acquired by order of the father, in his point the
initiate is granted the opportunity to first experiment the powerful cosmic expression of the divine will as expressed in
the passage into pyramid. By accelerating in the self the potential of infinite love, light and vibration, the self – eternal
and established in itself – permeates the initiate of additional frequency accelerations in the expanded conscience; by
accelerating the intrinsic strength, then, it translates its thus expressed part to further states of conscience by means of
the aforementioned passage into pyramid. In the infinite point of illusory terrestrial time, the prime and absolute power
accelerates the intrinsic power in the point where it wants it to happen, by its own established will, and in this initiatory
phase it allows the son / daughter to experience some passages which had previously been precluded to them by its own
will.
By going beyond the illusory definite earth level, the initiate experiences this passage of conscience and sees
him/herself projected into pyramid towards worlds and realities that have been unknown to him so far. He experiences
being pure thought and, by crossing the threshold of the earth conscience-time, he crosses the threshold of eternity and
has access to realities that had previously been hidden from him by the father’s will.
In the pyramid vibration transformation of the conscience, the father accelerates the light frequencies of the son, thus
allowing him to cross the threshold of eternity, which is much wider than the exit of the double astral body from the
physical one, if the initiate has already had access to it. It is no longer the experience of leaving this area of planet earth
and its boundaries or dimension doors, but rather the access to the door of eternity to experience its authenticity. These
are gradual passages that the father grants by his own will and at the times justly established by his infinite love power,
following pre-established cosmic plans. Destined by divine grace to this experience, the initiate enlarges his personal
experience in eternity endlessly, and has access to parallel worlds in the eternal present of the power of divine
emanation.
It is light in light, love emanated by infinity in its path and re-integrated in it, in the eternal embrace of the father who
calls his children to him in order to rejoice in the eternity of his eternal and infinite love power. Called for this purpose
or plan, the initiate sees, listens to, experiments and magnifies the eternal power for its infinite, vast and absolute

expression in which it now lives consciously, connecting to it in the eternal present in which he inherits the kingdom
and adores the emanating source in all the power whose absolute beauty, perfection and variety he can admire and
magnify. Inconceivable by the human mind, conceived in itself for its eternal glory, the law grants the initiate the
experience in the passage into pyramid, thus transferring the potential of its eternal infinity to this son / daughter.
Parallel worlds and universes in the eternal present become passages of conscience acquired by the initiate who has
reached them by means of the passage into pyramid.

CHAPTER XII
THE HEALING POWER OF THE PYRAMID
If God’s will establishes so, the initiate receives another gift in the name and by order of God. In his boundless love
source, the only begotten father, who holds all his power in the eternal infinity, can grant the son / daughter who has
been initiated the gift of healing through the instrument of the pyramid. In such acquired experience, the initiate learns
in the name of God – who thus transfers in this action wanted and determined by his own will – the other power of the
pyramid structure in the expression of the infinite power of divine love. By viewing and projecting the subject into a
pyramid structure, the initiate discovers its power of transfer, by God’s will of energies designed to re-establish the poor
balance in the subject placed there. This structure, expression of the father’s manifest power, magnifies his power and
gives the son/daughter the gift of being his active agent. In this function of active use of a power given to him by the
power by its own will, the initiate operates with the pyramid structure to reintegrate and restore the energies lacking in
the subject who should then receive them through the power of the pyramid. By simply viewing the subject that
undergoes the action under a pyramid structure, the initiate watches as an instrument the power of the father, who thus
permeates it and manifests himself through the experience he has in watching it.
Under the pyramid structure, the active subject being in a static phase, receives colourful and vortical energy flows in
the central axis of the pyramid between the summit point and its base. Lighting up with frequencies designed to flow
towards their beneficiary, the pyramid structure starts to whirl and transfers healing energies to the beneficiary by God’s
will and power, transferred through the thought form-structure of eternal power. In this structure, water and fire transfer
and operate those energies which – by God’s command – act as agents of purification, transmutation and dispersion of
specific energies which are thus removed. Arcane and eternal expression of God’s power, the pyramid and the gift of it
to the initiate from the eternal father make it an operational agent of his will, which manifests itself in this action.

CHAPTER XIII
THE POWER OF SOUND OR OF VIBRATIONS
By an eternal and well-established divine law, the initiate may receive the power of sound or of vibration if God’s will
considers him its worthy instrument. If the son / daughter receives the use of sound or vibration by a divine action, he /
she becomes God’s instrument aimed at experiencing his powerful truthfulness. In the inner and infinite point, the
eternal love power can expand its willpower through the sounds or vibrations that the initiate emits between the subtle
levels and the physical level in which he is incarnated. The unfathomable frequencies of the terrestrial human
conscience which have never had direct passages of experience, turn out to be impossible if the son / daughter who is its
witnesses and instruments has not established it is time for this to happen.
In the endless infinitesimal use, there are many differentiated cosmic frequencies which have, however, a very powerful
and absolute only begotten matrix; there are endless tones and lengths, so to say, of vibrations. In the inner point of the
self, the only begotten source can, by its own power and will, connect and decode differentiated lengths and
frequencies, by its specific willpower in this work between the points of its infinite manifest love. As a consequence,
the initiate who is the operational witness of all this, can experience its truthfulness by acting as an operational channel
between those realities which, though being differentiated in vibrations, are connected and act by God’s order in its
eternal manifestation. Sounds and frequencies which are imperceptible to the human ear are decoded by the self in the
initiate who, in the name and by the power of the generating father, makes arrangements for its use in the cosmic project
of love. By connecting and decoding, by hearing and sending to the point given by the father, the initiate becomes his
instrument, vibrating in unison with his willpower – of which he is the instrument. He listens to and reflects endless
waves, he emanates and absorbs, rejects and accepts, charges and discharges, bends and refuses, expands and closes
down, lives in all that by God’s will is in the self the same source absolute origin and for which he acts as an aware
operator.
In the self, love has won the initiate’s conscience, it allows him to identify himself with the same source where he
drinks from endlessly and regenerates, lives, expands and closes down, gives himself in his aware breath of complete
union. In the self he lives in the varied and differentiated sound; yet, by identifying himself with the prime cause of
which he is the instrument, he reveals its granted power, its endless wideness, and lives in the immensity of its eternal
love, enjoying the experience of its absolute power.
He emanates. By the father’s will and power, he calls to himself the frequencies of sons and brothers who are no longer
far due to God’s will to their conscience level, but united by the father to his love call. He calls out the names and the
frequencies of all those who are his operators, messengers, instruments of love and service in the only begotten eternal
source; and, by the will of their eternal source uniting them in eternity, they act in accordance to his will if the initiate
invokes their presence by the father’s power. Being emanated points, differentiated frequencies, they bend to the
operator’s order by God’s will and connect his differentiated points, his origins of conscience belonging, in his name
and to his glory, for eternity. He evokes the ancestral forces, the mysteries of the unknown infinite, the powers that they
have emanated and, in the name of eternal infinite love, the power connects, and makes arrangements in accordance
with its perfect will. In the father’s love call, each emanated son / daughter – living in him/herself the eternity of the
assumption – answers the call promptly, rejoices in the immense and infinite work to which he/she is called to
contribute. The initiate expands in the name of father and, by his will, he expands the infinite boundaries of the relative
into the absolute boundaries of eternity, and he sees and hears and flows with the rhythm of God’s plan, thus becoming
himself a part of it – like all the others who are called to this end or work. The self calls and re-establishes the levels of
its will, it unifies and connects, and in its work the son / daughter rejoices in the immense power of the work of which
he / she is a witness.
He projects the forces towards which he is flowing, and directs them where the father’s power inside him / her has
established for the desired aims. Consequently, powerful and connected energies obey the father, who thus manifests his
will; the magnificent flow of such forces supports people through his will to the accomplishment of the established plan.
From Heaven to Earth, from the Earth to infinity, everything is held in the self and flows again and again to the glory of
the eternal father, the one who emanates the immense force. United to the ancestral force, the son / daughter becomes its
action instrument which, by testifying of its perfect and infinite love power, cannot but magnify its love in his/her life.
Eternal and absolute forces rush to him/her out of love in the name of the father, in order to do his will in all its forms;
they rush towards the call of love which is born in the self of the initiate, who thus becomes its agent. Powers, energies
and love frequencies interact with the self of the initiate, who is their agent; worlds, galaxies and differentiated levels
unify at the call of the father who emanated them. In such fusion of consciences, the initiate loses the awareness of the
bodily physical and identifies himself with the essence which unites them all by its call. The initiate transcends his
physical level of belonging if he has this experience by God’s will, and he discovers the eternal infinity living inside
himself, which is true, experimented, and to his eyes magnificent, perfect and sincere.
He gains the knowledge of a magnificent law whose power he is called to experiment, having become its instrument
through his aware and direct experience. No longer limited in the earth level, the initiate explores his cosmic power,
loving and rejoicing in the service of eternal love which allows him to receive such a gift of experience by becoming its

operator. In love threads between all the worlds, the eternal emanates his powerful, eternal and perfect infinite source,
that the initiate may have known at this point through the gift thus received and asking to love and serve – at each and
every call – the powerful love that acts in him / her by its will in eternity where he now moves, is, lives and does not
perish because the illusion has been unveiled of his being only one isolated point on a so-called earth, as is the star
where he/she was born.

CHAPTER XIV
THE POWER OF CRYSTAL AND ITS INVOLVEMENT IN HEALING
In the indefinite and absolute essence of the prime perfect and self-contained force, a formal conscience manifests itself,
which is in itself crystal. In its close connection with the prime law, the power given to and acquired by crystal is – as in
eternity – its very nature, the love that is produced if the initiate opens up his heart and reaches in himself the union
with the prime force, thus uniting himself to the essence of crystal; this connection allows the fluid flow of energy
between these two poles. In the name of love or prime cause, the energy flow unites and flows between these polarities
in its only prime agent and eternal generator, cause and effect of its becoming. The energy flows of colourful vibrations,
by the power of the only begotten love source flow to, from and between the initiate and crystal.
By breathing and coming into contact with the inner eternal essence, the initiate takes and sends – through the doors of
chakra – colourful vibrations from each of the doors which lead to crystal. In this loving resonance between a
conscience of the divine manifest levels – crystal – and a human, though initiatory one, the exchange of flows takes
place through the only source that generates and holds them both, and acts in eternity.
In its very fluidic action, like a growing stream, love increases its flow, until it forms an energy field on the spot similar
to the sea it flows into, thus extending its boundaries. Powerful love flows, liberated by chakra, from the powerful self
that generates them through the initiate they flow towards the crystal, which amplifies and expands such energies and
forms fields connected to anybody who happens to be in their range of action. By absorbing and imploding, expanding
and amplifying, crystal – in its love breath – strengthens the work of the initiate from his pole to the other in one single
breath in the name of the source that generates them both.
In the pulsating eternal life, the initiate’s self emanates colourful vibrations or frequencies through the seven chakras
which, aiming to the crystal, enter in resonance with it and are absorbed by it, exploding and expanding into the fields
of force that benefit those who become part of it. One single love breath of the only begotten source emanates, connects,
amplifies and corrects wherever this perfection is lacking, thus balancing this shortage. Being aware of the power of the
law of union, the initiates to this knowledge, in group or individually, experience this truth, by observing how many and
what colourful energies emanated from the self expand and grow in the field of force generated by the self and by
crystal. Standing in a circle around the crystal, by connecting itself and working with our brother crystal, love flows and
expands until it can incorporate in itself him or her who, laying in the field of force thus generated, receives its
beneficial energy supply.
The self flows anywhere there are energy gaps between the poles which are so active in the generated field of force.
From the self of the initiate, where the son / daughter draws love from, by flowing and differentiating into seven colours
and energies through the chakras, the self is extended towards the crystal; by widening, and generating expanding fields
of force the crystal can be absorbed by the self of him or her who lays there to balance his / her lack energy. A bridge of
love between the finite and infinity in the name of its eternal source is visible to the witnesses who, acting as channels,
let this force flow through the chakra doors, the crystal and the subject involved.
By flowing freely among its aspects – though apparently differentiated into relative forms –, love flows, amplifies,
enlivens, fills and perfects thus those anomalies which are still present in the manifestation and which are thus taken
back to the original balance. The self – which, alone, can settle any lack of balance – works in its complete fullness; it
flows in colourful vibrations and, by unifying the three poles of belonging, restores any weak balance wherever it
manifests itself, in the self or conscience or subtle bodies or physical body of him or her who benefits from it by laying
in this field of force.
Love is the only eternal source in its perfection; by flowing, it can restore any imperfect balances if the initiates in
charge of this work only and in the name of this law, acquired in order to be able to magnify its power. Aware of the
power of the prime source in the self, and drawing from it, the initiates to this science are the doors between infinity and
the finite, through which such vibrations – which are different despite being originated by the same source – flow and
expand in fields of force, thus giving all their beneficial effectiveness to him or her who can thus settle any poor balance
by absorbing it. By directing and specifying every differentiated flow of colourful energies towards the deficiencies of
the subtle or physical fields of the subject involved, only the self can restore, in love and for love, those insufficiencies
or blocks or latent pains caused by an unbalanced lack of harmony in the conscience of him / her who now benefits
from it. The initiate thus acts as a bridge between the Earth and Heaven, and starts to help a brother or a sister with
these techniques; co-operating with the conscience of brother crystal he draws from infinite love in the self his eternal
emanating source and in the name and by power of this he becomes an operational instrument.

CHAPTER XV
BIORGANIC MINERALOGY
At the beginning of the divine manifestation, its eternal source differentiates itself in manifold formal aspects. Crystals
and minerals have been inwardly transformed by an only begotten and unitary love conscience that gleams through
them even if in differentiated forms. Impalpable frequencies and vibrations of denatured energies from the same eternal
source of love reveal themselves and act in these phases or manifest forms. By interacting with them in the name and in
the power of the eternal emanating source of everything, the initiate uses this property for a therapeutic purpose coming
into resonance with these realities. By developing, during the experience phase, the ability to interact with these formal
aspects of consciences that even if differentiated have a single primary emanating source, the operator acts in its name
to direct these energy flows from the minerals to differentiated sources. In case the operator’s attention, for therapeutic
purposes, is directed from the powers of minerals to the subject on whom he is operating, the energy flow key is always,
and anyway, nothing but love. Drawing from the primary source, holder of vibrations and consciences, even if
differentiated in formal aspects, the initiate and the operator start an energy flow process among differentiated valences
of the manifestation in the name and in the power of their common and eternal origin. The emissions of vibration
frequencies interact, therefore, between minerals and the conscience of the subject to whom the operator, who
represents the executive bridge, directs them. In a loving exchange of frequencies, aspects of an only begotten
conscience of love which produces them, energy re-balancing and restorations take place there where they are needed as
well as removals and reconstructions, in an impalpable loving exchange of mineral consciences towards the subject on
whom they operate.
If human eyes and ears could see and hear the differentiated waves and the sounds of the frequencies released by
minerals, they would learn great things from them and respect these consciences so precious in therapy. By readapting
constituent patterns of what is defined as the matter for therapeutic improvements, minerals take part, according to their
level of conscience, in the intimate project of sharing, help and rescue in the eternal manifestation. By interacting with
cellular structures and modulating differentiated frequencies, they contribute towards the energy restoration of the
subject on whom they act and especially on his conscience according to the will of the only source of love that holds
them both. Exchanges, re-balancing, transfers and fading of dystonic vibrations are carried out by minerals or rather by
their consciences which interact with the subject’s conscience and the operator who represents the intermediary. The
only begotten source of love, in fact, flowing without any constraints, operates in this way. Loving minerals in the name
of their eternal emanating cause, the operator perceives their most real and true languages, communicates with them
thanks to the power of the self that they have in common as well as in the name of a cosmic law of love, help and
brotherhood, and connects the intrinsic features of each one of them with the subject on whom he operates. Placing
minerals and crystals on the most suffering points of the human conscience on which he operates on a physical level or
on chakras, the operator or therapist connects, among them, frequencies which, interacting between the formal aspects
of the minerals and the subject on whom they act, reach effective results. The subject’s conscience on which the
therapist operates, stimulated both on a physical and an inner level, perceives changes, stimulations and opportunities to
modify the personal and known status in which it was tied up. An invisible and impalpable process which cannot be
seen by human eyes, and yet true. For love, convened in this suffering meeting of the subject on whom they act,
minerals and crystals release all their energy potential which is directed to the subject’s soul, physical and impalpable
bodies where they interact. In a love concert in which each and every mineral or crystal participates with its
differentiated frequency or gift and therapeutic properties, harmony, re-balancing or healing take place. The soul,
connected to the conscience of crystals and minerals, receives, exchanges and reflects in itself and for itself the
contribution which stimulates a change or healing.

CHAPTER XVI
THERAPEUTIC PROPERTIES OF PLANTS AND HERBS
Owing to a fast and unalterable law of connection of the prime emanating source to all formal aspects, differentiated
but only begotten in their origin, it is possible to perform an energy exchange between human and vegetable aspects.
Consciences, even if differentiated on existential levels, receive, in the name of the only begotten source, the gift of
performing interactions on vibration frequencies and modulations between two poles put in an intimate energy
correlation. The exchange between the parts put in the correct and active mutual exchanging position in the name of the
above mentioned source of love, acts to re-balance any unbalances should be present. The consciences in these
vegetable forms, even if emanated by the only emanating source, have differentiated aspects, but – being originated by
the only begotten and eternal essence of love – they let it act according to patterns difficult to decode following the
terrestrial knowledge criteria.
For an eternal and expressed law of interrelation between levels, even if differentiated, of the manifestation in formal
aspects, it is possible to carry out an energy re-balancing or transmission between them. Each plant, herb or vegetable
form is a conscience, a relative one compared to another one, but being both generated by the only eternal essence of
love, they can transfer in its name impalpable energies or build energy bridges between polarities.
The operator in the name of love as well as of these consciences in their vegetable aspects, can re-balance specific flows
by directing them towards the subjects who, in this way, benefit from them. Apart from the relative formal aspect of the
relative structure of each plant, herb or vegetable form on impalpable levels, invisible to the majority of people, there
are manifestations, emanated by the prime emanating conscience, that watch and keep on physical-sensorial levels the
relative aspect of this reality. By interacting with the operator’s self in the name of the only source that holds them,
these manifestations co-operate to help the operator in the approach to this existential level of cosmic unity and cooperation afflatus according to the operator’s own merits or abilities emanated by the eternal law. In these relative forms
on a physical-sensorial level, the initiate to the route of the heart, discovers this reality, perceiving entities, forces of the
nature in the vegetable kingdom which showing themselves to him cooperate to this end.
Revealing themselves, therefore, in the initiate’s conscience, these truths help him to co-operate with them for the
restoration, the stimulation and the recovery of the energies of the planet itself that is the basis on which both live. In an
afflatus of planetary love, sharing, therefore, the same and only Earth, planet, the operator and these forces of the nature
achieve, for love purposes, that miracle of energy fusion which restores and gives balance to the planet itself,
transformed, to the eye of the initiate, into a living entity to love and respect in these new aspects it shows, which from
relative become absolute and only begotten ones to him/her through the experience of the only source of love that holds
and emanates them. In this way the only source of love joins them together with all the others already existing on the
planet even if in differentiated aspects which to the eye and heart of the initiate become then indissolubly united, sacred
and worth of care, respect and love.
Therefore, by loving these aspects or consciences, the initiate takes part in the restoration of the balance between the
vegetable and human dimensions and planet Earth, closely connected to them according to a divine law. So, by rebalancing, through love, that lack of energies towards these consciences of the vegetable kingdom, any imbalances
between them and the planet are removed. Cooperating with the entities, that are guardians on impalpable levels from
heart to heart in the name of the common mother earth, the initiate represents, therefore, a bridge of love between them
and receives from them, in turn, information and knowledge which will be beneficial to his fellow men. In fact, where
there are energy imbalances on different levels such as the physical, impalpable or of the soul, the only begotten source
allows the aspects of the self, plants, herbs or other vegetable forms to exchange, thanks to an inner power, these energy
flows by using them for the healing of the human beings.
Exchanges, mutual assistance, re-balancing or energy inversions, are carried out with the help of these vegetable
consciences between themselves and the subject on whom they act through the love for both which feeds and develops
the operator’s conscience who connects their poles.
Releasing impalpable frequencies of energy, which the human eye cannot see, and yet real, the vegetable kingdom herbs and plants – has the power to heal those who benefit from them. Ancient and sacred science in many civilizations
of planet Earth committed to the consciences of those who, loving the prime emanating source in the relative aspects of
the vegetable dimension, become its loving bestowers and collaborators for those who draw from it help and relief for
their lack of energies both on a physical and impalpable or emotional levels, reaching eventually, according to the
divine plan, the conscience of the soul which shows the symptoms through suffering.

CHAPTER XVII
THE POWER OF THE STARS AND OF THE EARTH
IN THE ONLY BEGOTTEN EMANATING SOURCE
From the eternal absolute of the only begotten source which has emanated both, holds them and lives in them in its
endless becoming, the connections between Earth and Heaven are its consequential expression. In the name and by the
power of its very emanating source, in both of them love – prime cause – unites and supports Heaven and the earth in its
love pace or breath. The two poles interact with each other and are thus supported and connected by this only emanating
source that manifests its power in this manner. Stars and galaxies in the infinite eternal and the earth, being planets
subject to these eternal laws, are the expression of this eternal will of manifest love which in its perfection establishes,
modifies and changes the energy flows of these connections endlessly wanted by his will or thought thus manifested.
Being the expressions of an absolute power of love thus expressed, the planets, stars and galaxies are the apparent and
relative result of differentiated forms or consciences which stand here in the eternal becoming in God’s thought. In the
close connection with the source or cause of eternal love manifesting itself here, the stars, planets and galaxies are
therefore the apparent differentiated and relative motion of a reality which is indissolubly connected to all its
manifestations.
In the differentiated vibration rhythm of each of them, there is a relative conscience in which the eternal lives, even
though hidden to the sight of those who have not found in themselves the same door in eternity, such as to be able to
have access to the union with these differentiated consciences living in the only eternal source. Therefore love, has won
every form or conscience in which it differentiates its power eternally, it is everywhere – hidden from those who still do
not have the gift of contemplating the only begotten – and yet differentiated, magnificence, in the eternal manifest
infinity. And, in the name and by power of this absolute and only begotten love, the initiate to the sublime knowledge of
God, admires his expression by contemplating his power and perfection within the close connection between the
different formal aspects called planets, stars or galaxies. The initiate’s eyes, open onto infinity, opens up to the
complexity of the emanation, thus grasping its visual energy connections, such as lines or geometric elements in
dynamic fluidity which connect the stars, planets and the earth, in the expression as light of God’s love. By
contemplating its absolute perfection in deep union with the prime cause that holds them all and in which it is, the
initiate first sees what links and connections there are in the thought of love and divine will and how they interact
dynamically endlessly between stars and planets and galaxies, thus setting up in these patterns some excellent figures
and models of love light among them. The law in Heaven is God’s will as expressed in the fluidic and dynamic
connections between the stars, planets and galaxies in shining dynamic geometric patterns which flow in the eternal
becoming and consequently express the will or thought of their emanating source. From Heaven to Earth and from
Earth to Heaven, the initiate discovers his deepest eternal truth, dying in the partiality of illusion related to the physicalsensorial perception, in order to be born again in the awareness of an eternal union of love between the Earth and
Heaven to which he has now access through experience. Connected in love and for love to the emanating source of
everything, the initiate, speechless, admires its eternal fluid emanation of infinite love in the truthful expression that
transcends the previously deceptive of partiality or divisions in the manifest eternity. In this union of love with the
prime cause of everything, the initiate experiences that, as in Heaven from each point or star a flow of love or light
comes out and connects itself to others, so does the earth, which is also connected to the same source and in its inner
power is connected to all that lives in and around itself in eternity. By recovering the latent and now restored cosmic
awareness, the initiate identifies himself with the prime cause that holds everything, and magnifies its perfect power by
admiring its expressed manifestation which has now become visible.

CHAPTER XVIII
CONTACTS BETWEEN INHABITANTS OF THE EARTH AND OF OTHER
DIMENSIONS
The possible interaction between Heaven and Earth in a telepathic or conscience connection is a further stage of contact
between brothers living in universes or worlds which are differentiated, but have one common emanating source and the
initiate on earth working to this aim. Ever since civilisations of the earth previous to the present one, inhabitants of
different civilisations, have lovingly fostered on planet earth, through contacts with its inhabitants, the possibility to
reach higher evolution stages through the contacts with these realities, in the name and by power of the only begotten
source. Civilisations from parallel worlds, from galaxies and levels – differentiated in their formal structure but one
thing in the name and by the power of the one emanating source – have contributed to the evolution of planet earth, by
contacting its inhabitants and showing themselves following a love project wanted by the one who emanated them both.
This way planet earth, always guarded and watched over by older brothers from other dimensions of the divine
emanation, receives loving gifts as evolution possibilities through the contacts with this reality. The inhabitants of
worlds and universes or levels of the divine emanation have given back to the inhabitants of the earth the eternal
possibility to reach a higher evolution conscience by recovering their own cosmic origin in addition to the earth relative
one. Such knowledge, granted in love and by love to those inhabitants of the planet who have reached incarnation aims
of common conscience development or evolution, is the consequence of this eternal union between Heaven and the
Earth, wanted by the source which thus manifests its will.
Beings from other worlds or brothers in conscience of the inhabitants of the earth, they have inhabited this planet in
eternal time, through bodies whose outer aspect was similar to that of humans, but actually was a case containing souls
from other worlds which incarnated themselves on this earth within a project of help and brotherhood following the
laws of emanation.
By recovering in these incarnations the awareness of belonging to this conscience stage common to their cosmic
evolution level, these beings act as a natural bridge between these poles, Heaven and Earth, which thus have this task.
In the numerous earth civilisations which have inhabited the planet so far, the presence of entities which incarnated
themselves to this aim, has made it possible to transmit or express this divine will through the task they had received;
this way, they have passed over the knowledge they had acquired according to their cosmic – not earth – evolution
stage, from the original level of belonging, these beings benefit those who, by God’s will, are ready to experiment its
truthfulness. As natural bridges between Heaven and Earth which transfer and teach by the power of love and in love
the eternal laws of the self in becoming, thus granting the unworthy ones the chance to experiment their truthfulness, by
the power of their emanating source, which – by its own will – can manifest itself.
The civilisations from universes or evolution levels which are different in the formal structure but share the only
begotten source of them all, have always co-operated to these evolution projects in the name and by power of a cosmic
law based on mutual help and co-operation. The earth, which is not yet ready to achieve this role to the full in the
cosmic balance between universes and worlds or levels living in mutual harmony and in the respect of such assumptions
following God’s laws, is still watched over by the children and brothers who take care of it from differentiated levels in
the divine emanation. The cosmic brotherhood fosters in its inhabitants the possibility to reach – by experimenting their
truthfulness – higher conscience stages than on average; it works to this aim with various methodologies actually having
this one goal, in accordance with the law of infinite divine love. By visiting the planet with spaceships visible to
humans, the inhabitants of the infinite cosmos witness this truth, which is received in the various civilisations on planet
earth according to similar parameters in all the places where this event has been or still is visible.
In some civilisations preceding the current one, the inhabitants of other evolution levels established a closer relationship
with the inhabitants of planet earth, gave them knowledge and contributed to their evolution. In the cycle of birth and
destruction of these earth civilisations, the constant presence of loving help and protection for the earth and its
inhabitants has been the constant law observed by the inhabitants of different universes, in the name of the source that
holds them all. the inhabitants of other worlds observe and respect the evolution cycles of the consciences incarnated on
planet earth and take care of their evolution, like a gardener contributes with love and respect to the cycles of nature in
the garden he loves. Aware of the force and perfection of the laws of the universe, the inhabitants of levels with higher
degrees of conscience evolution than those of the earth contribute to the eternity of its evolution process, in a respect
and co-operation of mutual exchange following the parameters achieved by the inhabitants of planet earth. By
encouraging the consciences to reach a cosmic expansion which could eventually integrate the planet and its inhabitants
to its matrix – manifested on planet earth, but also in a cosmic conscience of mutual and loving interaction, the
civilisations of differentiated levels have always been waiting for this planet to join, consciously and freely, through the
conscience of its inhabitants, that cosmic alliance which constantly encourages such possibility.
The signs and visual messages left in memory by the presence on earth of realities from other worlds, left or manifested
there by its inhabitants, are the irrefutable evidence – today as it was in the past. By inviting the inhabitants of the earth
to reflect or to wonder the nature of that reality, that very action aims at giving them the chance to expend their
evolution level towards a conscience embracing the inhabitants of differentiated levels of the emanation, by considering

in the name and by power of the eternal emanating source the earth and the worlds, thus the expression of its only
begotten creator’s love. The sight or experienced contacts between spaceships and the inhabitants of the earth magnify
the emanation law itself, which in love and for love permits to experiment its power in the union between Heaven and
Earth which thus is real. From time immemorial in eternity, the cosmic brotherhood has been working to the evolution
of the earth inhabitants, by respecting the incarnation times of its inhabitants and of the manifested civilisations.
Being the operators and collaborators of God’s will in charge of this, and being the consciences of differentiated levels
of belonging in the divine manifestation they carry out its projects and plans by will and action – through them – of
their very only begotten and perfect emanating source and cause, which thus lives in itself and in each of them in
eternity.

CHAPTER XIX
THE INHABITANTS OF PARALLEL UNIVERSES AND DIMENSIONS
The contacts between the inhabitants of planet Earth and those of eternal infinity represent the endless evidence of this
truth. The inhabitants of parallel universes and dimensions contact from eternity the inhabitants of planet Earth in its
evolution cycle they lovingly follow. In her septenary breath or emanation of worlds, the power of God’s love re-unites,
emanates and bursts out into forms and aspects which are differentiated from their only begotten emanating source. By
this cosmic law, the dimensions or universes inhabited by the sons and daughters of this eternal cause magnify its love
strength, by living in a cosmic breath of mutual balance and co-operation.
Planet Earth, cared for by the inhabitants of the eternal cosmos, has always experienced the beneficial influence of these
realities for its progressive evolution cycle. By establishing on Earth a non-terrestrial genetics, the inhabitants of other
worlds have contributed to the chance for this planet to integrate in the paces and rhythms or evolution cycles of the
planet and its inhabitants to their very evolution. The inhabitants of other levels of the emanation respect and follow
these cycles with great care, thus contributing to the evolution of the planet, which is closely linked to the relationship
established with its inhabitants. The evident presence in the earth evolution cycle of galactic civilisations on planet
Earth is its clear evidence.
By a law of mutual and loving help in cosmic evolution cycle, older brothers support and look after their younger, the
young inhabitants of planet Earth. The knowledge of cosmic eternal truths has been granted by them to those on Earth
who were ready to develop a cosmic conscience. These essences or inhabitants of other worlds or evolution levels have
incarnated themselves by love and service in terrestrial bodies in order to act as bridges between this reality and the one
they are from. They re-awaken in themselves some knowledge or evolution degree common to their evolution level of
belonging, thus acting as bridges between Earth and Heaven.
By drawing from the prime source that destines them to this service, they do its will in accordance with the emanation
law. They are present in the evolution of the earth cycle. This cosmic law is still present today, as is proved by the
presence beings serving this aim on the planet. From Atlantis to Egypt, since then until now. Ever since this truth first
manifested in eternity on planet Earth, beings from other realities or dimensions have co-operated to do that will which
links the earth to the cosmic evolution cycle of this planet and to that of other dimension planets. As older brothers or
helpers in the cosmic order pre-established in accordance with the eternal law, the inhabitants of other universes or
cosmic civilisations watch over and co-operate to the evolution of their terrestrial brothers on Earth. Since they
represent the points of contact between Heaven and the Earth, the ships of the galactic civilisations are its most evident
instrument in the evolution course of this planet. The brothers and inhabitants of cosmic civilisations watch over in the
name and by love of an eternal law of mutual help and co-operation, thus helping the Earth and its inhabitants to evolve
towards a conscience having a wide and cosmic resonance between the inhabitants of the Earth and the star
civilisations. The consciences coming from more advanced universes incarnate themselves in terrestrial bodies in order
to act as an effective bridge between these differentiated realities, which – though – are generated by the only source
which holds them all. These beings in their consciences, by an incarnation responsibility, represent a natural bridge
between the Earth and Heaven, thus acting as witnesses of this eternal truth. The eternal source, which is, however,
differentiated into consciences at a different evolution degree, unites, connects and holds a perfect balance, being such
eternal love connection its manifested prime cause.
The ancestral sightings and confirmations on planet Earth of spaceships from other worlds are its evidence in terms of
pure manifestation. By respecting the evolution plan in the cycles and incarnations of the Earth inhabitants, the cosmic
brothers have been witnessing the constant and caring affection they feel for their younger terrestrial brothers. They act
as witnesses by simply showing themselves in the sky with spaceships and thus they act as the very phenomenon in a
respect and expectation of a possible co-operation with the terrestrial civilisations when – and only then – this cooperation is possible in the manifested terms. If the degree of conscience of its inhabitants is common to that of the
cosmic civilisations, the inhabitants of inhabited worlds will welcome their younger brothers in the number of cosmic
civilisations which have reached the same evolution degree. If a planet remains in discordance with the laws of
universes and civilisations which are more advanced than the Earth, the older brothers, who are the guardians of the
planet evolution, are left waiting for this to happen. By aiming at reducing and control – in the long term – the
consequences of the present state of degeneration and self-destruction danger of the planet itself and of its inhabitants,
more advanced brothers work to this aim following the restraints of the eternal evolution law. The inhabitants of other
worlds combine all the energies and actions aimed to re-awaken this awareness in their terrestrial brothers, thus
contributing to the process of vigilance and control over planet Earth, so beautiful and yet so little loved by its
inhabitants. The more advanced brothers use the general Earth diagnostics available to them but unknown to the
inhabitants of the Earth to make them aware of the gravity of this situation, which may bring a catastrophic damage to
the whole planet. By promoting the contacts between these realities of cosmic resonance and the Earth inhabitants, in
their approaches the brothers from cosmic civilisations pursue this truth in accordance with a law of love, help and cooperation among the inhabitants of the infinite cosmos. These beings respect the evolution cycle of the planet and its
inhabitants in the terms and modes allowed by the different possible actions, and so they inform, witness, watch over

and love their younger brothers, inhabitants of planet Earth. By a well-defined project of the divine law, in case of
increasing towards and inside one of the cells or planets of the infinite cosmos, greater aid is provided by the same
emanating source towards the suffering point. The Earth interacts with its inhabitants in a close eternal binding of
vibration or conscience interdependence, thus witnessing the law of cosmic unity of the planet – mother and the
inhabitants – children. In quality and connection of the relationship between them, the very structure of the planet will
be the manifestation of the quality of this relationship.
The consequence of any extreme worsening of the relationship between it and its inhabitants is self-destruction for both.
Because of this cosmic law and of the effects it manifests in its eternal creation, the eternal and loving source – through
its children working to this aim – watches over, warns planet Earth and participates in its evolutions cycles. By acting in
compliance with an eternal law which is emanated by the perfect and absolute source, the children inhabiting
civilisations and worlds more developed than the Earth do its will by watching over the developing worlds, among
which is also planet Earth.
On planet Earth there are specific points which are known to the cosmic spaceships, which act as natural dimension
bridges between worlds or realities of the divine manifestation, which are specially aimed to carry out certain tasks.
They are civilisations which used to be unknown to the inhabitants of the Earth and keep witnessing the presence of
such realities on the planet. In time, or evolutionary conscience of planet Earth, several catastrophes have marked its
growth and that of its inhabitants in their evolutionary process. Assisted with loving care by their older brothers, the
Earth and its inhabitants have received from them a great contribution to their evolution cycle during these transitions.
Encouraged to develop an interaction between the heaven and the Earth, the inhabitants of more developed worlds and
civilisations, have contributed to the evolution of the planet and its inhabitants in its slow and gradual evolution process
from an animal conscience to a cosmic one. Through a planetary evolution involving the inhabitants of different cosmic
levels, which is yet the expression of the only begotten source, planet Earth integrates in this reality. In the cycles of
change or periodical cathartic renovation, the presence of cosmic beings on the planet is intensified and repeated with
greater emphasis, in order to reach this aid during this period of growth.
Spiritual hierarchies following harmonic and brotherhood orders preside over the quality and mode of intervention
towards the evolution growth point of the planet and its inhabitants. Active and loving, these beings operate by the
power and will of the prime cause of the very manifestation and carry out its orders in compliance with a perfect law,
emanated by the source itself which emanates the whole. The archaeological remains on the planet from the
civilisations which have witnessed such truth, stay as further evidence of the presence of the repetitiveness of this
phenomenon as late as today. Inside the planet itself and below the oceans there are further possibilities to test the
truthfulness of this statement, should it be impossible for the inhabitants of the planet to do it. Under the emotional
influence of the inhabitants of other worlds, the terrestrial civilisations have come to know the reality of this experience
between the Earth and Heaven, if it were possible to live through it following appropriate terms and methodologies. By
using what we may wish to call technologies which are unknown to the inhabitants of the Earth, older brothers have
been watching over planet Earth throughout its evolution process following the cycles and changes which were
necessary to its cosmic conscience process. At the appearance, at present, of a critical point between self-disintegration
and the satellite opening to the cosmos, the brothers from cosmic worlds intensify their protection of and interest in
their terrestrial brothers, at the turning point of the planet evolution, or rather at the possibility to open a new cycle
without degenerating into a self-destructive catastrophe. During previous evolutions of the planet , the older brothers’
intelligence and civilisations have already warned representatives of the Earth in order for them to avoid mistakes which
could degenerate into catastrophes and the destruction of whole civilisations; yet still today such loving and wellgrounded warnings are ignored to the detriment of the very equilibrium of the planet, which today is extremely
precarious and out of the reach of the planet energy towards its inhabitants. Through the stabilisation of this now nonexisting equilibrium, the brothers from other worlds could avoid this terrible catastrophe, yet if they were deprived of
the primary support, that is the natural inclination of human nature or evolutionary conscience of its inhabitants, any
effort would be useless.
How can the inhabitants of such a beautiful planet as Earth be part of the galactic aviation or cosmic conscience, if they
have no capacity to safeguard the integrity of the planet which they are leading to self-destruction of their own will,
according to the degree of conscience they thus manifest? In a harmonic union of civilisations in a proper balance of
mutual collaboration, how can the Earth and its inhabitants be taken into consideration – from the origins of its
evolution to the present, by cosmic civilisations which have reached awareness and an evolution stage?
How can the inhabitants of the Earth be considered mature enough for a renovation or evolution cycle, if – because of
their evolution stage – they destroy the planet they live on and their own means of survival? By respecting the
governments which are unable to solve the problem, thus avoiding a forced imposition on the decision-makers, the
cosmic brothers – following an eternal law, simply watch, since they have long foreseen that the present stage of the
planet and its inhabitants will certainly lead to a huge planetary catastrophe caused by the long-lasting lack of harmony
between the planet and its inhabitants.

CHAPTER XX
FALL, SUFFERING AND ILLNESS IN THE EVOLUTION CYCLE
The mystery of evolution in the incarnative evolutionary development cycle through illness, is motivated by a perfect
and absolute law whose objective is that of going over the very reason of its emanation. Thus, rejoining with the very
origin of its emanating source, the soul emanated by it purifies in the cycle of its incarnations the absolute potential of
its primary perfection, through levels of conscience in the eternal infinite. Unavoidable falls represent a powerful
medium allowed by the eternal law of love, through which the soul, experiencing suffering, can thus by knowing it,
evolve towards consciousness, considered not as a punishment but as a catharsis.
In the illusory contraposition of the relative principle of duality, the perfect and absolute law of love which emanates,
holds and gives everything, in the eternal infinite, manifests this assumption. Propelled by an eternal and indisputable
energy of love, the souls explore the infinite being in evolution, thus experiencing, on an terrestrial evolutionary level,
the principle of the relative contraposition. In the principle of duality each motion of evolutionary development counters
with the possibility of intrinsic conflicts in the subject’s soul who experiences it in a determinate cosmic time. This law,
eternally vigilant and manifested in this state, causes in the soul or self conflicts or tensions between pre-existing states
of conscience, which produce a resistance to a more and more pressing presence of opportunities or needs of change.
The soul, at its own will in the balance between unstoppable evolution processes established by the eternal supreme
law, is practically at the mercy of the force itself of the emanating principle which is thus showing this law. Inner falls,
suffering, catharsis are nothing but the repeating of the manifestation of the law which, again and again, renews in this
way its cyclic process to restore the truthfulness of the law itself.
Each resistance to the power of the renovation of the self within the incarnative experience of the individual is destined
to suffering and pain. The awareness acquired during the cycles of its incarnation allows the initiate’s self to accept the
possibility to evolve to stages of conscience more appropriate to the divine perfection, during the developing period
given by the eternal law itself. Pressed for inner evolutionary spurs of the conscience by the eternal essence of love
itself, the soul struggles to get rid of models and identifications destined to be removed in order to reveal a greater
consciousness of its infinite and eternal force of love. Indescribable contrasts, contrapositions, tensions and suffering
are the way to express the modality of this renovation or evolutionary development. While the divine energy operating
in the self releases a new strength in the consciousness of its perfection, the soul of the subject in question is darkened
by preconceived reductive identifications which represent limiting and suffocating burdens. The struggle is in progress
in the individual as well as in the planet, according to this law manifested therein. In their manifestation the cycles of
cathartic renovation require this methodology. Pushed by an indissoluble and eternal force, the self or soul receives a
further boost to progress in the cycle of its incarnations, towards levels or aspects of greater awareness of the self, but in
order to perform this, it has to go through falls, suffering and pain. At the end of the struggle, the soul, tired and
oppressed by this tension, awaits between the polarities without resistance at last and then the eternal key receives it in a
new awareness of its inner force. In the short or long process of its evolutionary development, the immense love of the
eternal power, bursts forth, thus allowing the self, its child, to gradually recognize its own strength, from cycle to cycle,
correcting end experiencing the suffering due to the ignorance of its own truth. Emanated by the self in the meanders of
eternity, the eternal source leads, with absolute perfection, the evolution of its children – sons and daughters – and for
them it magnifies the very reason of its emanation. It is an indispensable and eternal love that attracts in eternity the
parts in which it lives manifesting its own truth and eternal perfection.

CHAPTER XXI
THE ENDLESS RENOVATION OF INFINITE LOVE
Thanks to a manifest law of infinite and permanent love, the power, only begotten source of itself in its eternal
becoming, allows on a terrestrial level the manifestation of a reality of the principle of duality. Pointing out in this law
or principle, the partial or relative illusion of the opposites, the eternal source that holds and manifests them both, is
their absolute emanator in its eternity. Relative and partial contrapositions represent their concealed manifestation. In
order to determine the evolution in this static stage, the self induces the soul, in which it acts, to remove every illusory
tension or opposition in its vision of contraposition. Joining up, within its self, with its partial or relative and illusory
opposite, removing in this way every tension, love, the primary cause, determines the conscience evolution of the soul
in which it also determines a further possibility of development. In a unitary phase with the source which manifests both
its polarities, the self allows the achievement of a further development recognising the absolute source of the emanation
which holds them both in love. Recognising the perfection of the eternal will that holds everything, the self relies on it
and joins, for love and with love, together with the illusory and partial agent which performs its will playing the role or
function of contraposition.
By renewing the pact of faith and love in the perfection of the eternal emanating force in its will, the self, acting in this
way, strengthens itself in its intrinsic expression of infinite love, and can, therefore, according to the cosmic law, evolve
in conscience or consciousness towards goals more consonant with its own eternal nature of infinite love. By infringing
this evolutionary assumption, in a conscience phase, the self determines, at its own will, the fall for ignorance in the
interaction between polarities if the soul is not yet ready to overcome it by falling for ignorance of this law. Unalterable
falls in the self’s process of becoming conscious of its own intrinsic eternal and infinite emanating source, which being
a light attracts its children – sons and daughters – emanated in eternity towards its perfect and absolute source. It is just
in the fall for ignorance of this perfection or unconscious rebellion allowed by the eternal law, that the source of love
endlessly shows its immense capacity or gift of love to its sons and daughters among whom it is, lives and eternally
persists. Allowing, according to this law, the error for rebellion against this truth, in the fall of the soul, the eternal love,
at its absolute will and power, allows its sons and daughters who are more suitable on a conscience evolution level, to
help those who fall for error, ignoring this truth.
United in the service for love towards the conscience reawakening of those who, for allowed ignorance, fall or rebel
against this law of love, beings of light operate following divine orders and try to reawaken in them that forgotten
awareness of the eternal perfection of love, which never forsakes them. In the darkness of oblivion or ignorance of the
conscience fusion with the eternal source of love, rebellion and suffering are the status quo in which those sons and
daughters live and experience this truth.
Forgetful of the light, suffering and pain are the only allies of these beings that thus experience, in fall, the detriment of
being deprived of it, but never of its prime essence which, even if concealed, never extinguishes in itself the reason of
its own nature of infinite love. Therefore, by experiencing this suffering in the oblivion of the joy and union with the
self, eternal love, or the rebellion against this absolute perfection of infinite love, these beings fall into the gloomiest
darkness of the separation from the bliss springing from the union with the eternal source which emanates them.
Fall, rebellion, oblivion and suffering in the beings, their brothers, motivate, on levels of conscience of entities that are
more evolved because they are aware of the perfection of the law, the spur, in the name and in the power of an eternal
law of love, to awake in them the truth of what, for ignorance of rebellion, is innate in them and for them emanated by
the eternal, infinite love. Co-operating, through divine will, to an eternal plan of fraternal love, entities of light, in
service for the source that moves them, unceasingly operate on both physical and astral terrestrial levels, to perform this
eternal law of love in the name of and according to the will of the emanating source. Incarnating in terrestrial physical
bodies, even if with conscience levels more evolved than the one in which they have incarnated, these beings operate in
the name and in the power of the eternal source of love that in them and through them shows, therefore, its infinite love.
Thus, rebalancing single behavioural actions or even interacting with evolutionary cyclic phases of the planet and its
inhabitants, these beings magnify the power of the eternal source of love which, through them, teaches and transfers in
its eternity the truth of the law of infinite and eternal love, as an evolutionary principle. Called in the name of and
according to the will of the eternal love that operates in them, these beings magnify the absolute and perfect power
following the modalities and the assumptions emanated by the power itself and manifest its unquestioned will of
intervention on planet Earth and in the consciences of its inhabitants.
By interacting between heaven and the Earth in eternity, the eternal source of love renews its pact of love between itself
and all its sons and daughters to whom it offers again, even if they are in a phase of fall or rebellion, its eternal love
through beings in charge of this service. Driven by the inner self which motivates and operates, these souls carry out the
divine will which shows, in this way, its immense love in which it holds all its eternal perfection, supporting those who
fall to find in the self the strength that has never abandoned them calling them back in eternity to rejoice over this truth.
Assisted by the primary source which operates in them, these beings, endowed with a more evolved conscience, renew
the pact of love with the emanating source by showing love, service, tolerance and sympathy towards their brothers,
fallen for ignorance, and sharing their suffering, pain and burdens for love and with love.

CHAPTER XXII
TERRESTRIAL CYCLES OR PERIODS ACCORDING TO THE ETERNAL LAW
In the planetary and infinite evolution of every single part of it which recognises itself in the infinite self of the manifest
love, frequencies of inversions or abilities of this action, under the powerful and real influence of the divine law,
perform this predisposition. Whenever a planetary evolution cycle comes to its end, additional predispositions are
created in order to carry out its future renovation already present in the eternal manifest being.
The concomitance of natural causes determines the alteration of forces, eternal sources of this law, in the performance
of its truthfulness. Planetary cycles or rebirths represent their executive agent in the manifestation of the eternal
existence of this cosmic reality. Recurrent openings, closings or renovations of the evolutionary period of planet Earth
are the real manifestation of this law. In the eternal being and becoming, disasters, collapses and rebirths on planet
Earth are the different signs through which this methodology shows the truthfulness of this eternal law.
Supported by the eternal law of becoming or alteration, even if in periods or cycles of fall, star Earth lives this
manifestation in its expression which can be seen by its own inhabitants still today. Because of a cyclic law, upwarding
on evolutionary levels, the Earth itself and its inhabitants, connected to the eternal becoming, share the truthfulness of
this law. Emanated, propelled and regenerated in the eternal time of the evolutionary development, the Earth and its
inhabitants have, therefore, according to this law, the opportunity to share the same law following these visible and
truthful parameters. Eternally pushed in the name and in the power of the same primary source, the Earth and its
inhabitants can achieve in the evolutionary and incarnative cycles of its inhabitants, the opportunity to evolve towards
conscience levels more suitable to magnify the power of love of their father in its manifestation according to this law.
Collapses, devastations, enormous catastrophes of whole wide areas of planet Earth as well as of inhabited areas, are the
cyclic effect of this cosmic law. At each recurrent closing of a terrestrial evolution cycle, the souls incarnated on the
planet have the opportunity to perform conscience developments in their becoming aware of the real strength of the self,
through these experiences. Therefore, by not realising anymore a problematic interpretation of the determined reality
according to the cosmic law, the inhabitants of the planet can perform an approach to the strength of the self considered
as a renovation of its being actually the cause of this effect in its eternal being what it is.
By closing a cycle of fall or wrong incarnative conscience of the eternal essence of love, the eternal law of infinite love
allows its sons and daughters – inhabitants of the planet – to renew the possibility of this knowledge, creating the basis
to build new earthly civilizations to this end, ages or cosmic periods in the pace of its eternal manifestation of love.

CHAPTER XXIII
REGENERATION AND RECOVERY IN THE ETERNAL MANIFESTATION
Following an eternal and imperishable law in the perfect being, evolutionary cosmic cycles, determined by this truth,
perform their function. In the manifestation of this eternal will of cathartic and upwarding, propulsive and everlasting
cyclic renovation towards aims more suitable for the magnification of the power which produces them, also the galaxy,
where Earth is, lives according to this process of gradual union to this manifest end.
Participating, within the eternal being, in becoming more appropriate on evolutionary levels, aware of this eternal truth,
all the manifest parts of their creator – who is, lives and remains in them beyond the relative and formal transitory time
– join up in their common only begotten essence.
For shifts of conscience levels accepted according to the will of the same emanating source, which establishes, in an
absolute perfect way, their times and modalities, beings, children or aspects of this manifest law serve its manifest will
by doing the eternal absolute’s wishes within their relative environment. More evolved consciences in universes or
worlds common to these evolutionary levels, represent, therefore, the wish for connection, service and unity in the
manifest eternity of which they are, for shared conscience levels, the executive instrument. By interacting in eternity, all
its parts flow and enjoy, unceasingly, a very powerful energy of love which remains in them and lives in eternity. If,
because of the cosmic law, present in some aspects or levels of the manifestation, there is a fall or a possibility of
separation from the centre, the force of the eternal manifestation magnifies itself by regenerating and recovering what
moves away from it.

CHAPTER XXIV
THE ETERNAL CALL
The perfect and absolute law of the eternal source shows its will complying with the evolution of the individual and the
planet on which its inhabitants live and evolve in their achievement of conscience developments.
The timing, method and purposes performed in every single behaviour of the individual are tightly linked to more
perfect evolutionary levels which interact, according to the divine will, between the individual and the complex
manifestation of this eternal will within the complexity of the interdependent cosmic level.
Nothing of what, in every single part of the self, is manifested in it is actually ever separated from the complex manifest
will of the eternal levels endlessly connected in the name and in the power of absolute eternity. Schools or disciplines
bestowed on planet Earth by beings incarnated to carry out the eternal will are the evident instruments of experience.
Whoever, in any age or civilization of planet Earth and by the power of the eternal self, has had this experience,
recognises in this assumption the eternal truth hidden in it by experiencing its authenticity. The eternal key to this
conscience translation towards points or levels of the eternal becoming mutually connected and dependent in a loving
co-operation and service for the love of the eternal source, are, metaphorically, garments of which the soul or self kit
itself for its eternal journey. Intense visions of the cosmic wideness in the unitary conscience achieved this way, allow
the initiate of this eternal journey to experience this truth, in any time or place of the present eternity. Embraced in the
name and in the power of the eternal source which in them thus magnifies this way the reason itself of its being, the
father and his sons and daughters are in it the primary essence which, even if differentiated in formal consciences,
reunites itself with them and reabsorbs them in the eternal love. By magnifying, therefore, the reason or cause of being
and becoming differentiation of the one, the eternal source reduces and recalls its own reason of being what it is in
eternity. It is a perfect and absolute love, inconceivably spread everywhere, alive, eternal and immanent – eternal life. A
restrictive, logic and fractional science reduces the power of this truth to the incapacity to experience it directly, not
only by limited and partial means, but through the only possibility to achieve it, whenever the eternal law establishes
that for a certain being the right time has come. Love, the eternal cause of its becoming, alive and concrete source of
bliss, eternal intangible memory, and yet real in the soul of every being, eternally recalls itself in everyone and
everywhere.
Following the times and modalities rightly established by the infinite divine power, the self recovers the recollection
and longing for the bliss of the emanating source, it frees itself and advances into the meanders of eternity where it
represents the light. Equipped to advance in the eternal infinite, the primary cause, towards which they are pushed with
immense love, its sons and daughters are recalled and kept perfect and suitable to conscience levels common to the
levels of relative evolution, indissolubly joined up with itself. It is love.
On this living Earth, going through an evolutionary development together with its inhabitants, the civilisations of
different worlds have manifested at different times their presence to witness this truth. Various witnesses, in different
ages and civilisations, today as well as in the past, are evidence of it. Initiated to this phase of conscience development
for service and cosmic love, entities from other levels incarnate themselves in earthly bodies to carry out this service in
the name and in the power of the self. These servants perpetuate this service by transferring, through divine will, more
evolved levels of conscience to the inhabitants of planet Earth. Those who, by divine power and will, are ready to
perform these conscience transfers, from a terrestrial to a cosmic level, between inhabitants of planet Earth, meet these
beings incarnated in terrestrial physical bodies and transfer these opportunities only and if there is a divine will to do it.
Therefore, the soul of the fruits or the mature children, helps the conscience to acquire the right to perform this
experience of cosmic expansion, only when the time of the tree of its eternal life establishes its right evolutionary time.
In small as well as in great things, everywhere the supreme law establishes, decides and acts in its eternal perfection the
executive rhythms of its will by transcending every earthly logic.
Eternal and powerful hand which moves and establishes the eternal infinite and perpetuates the absolute divine will in
any time or conscience. Authoritative sons and daughters, in service through the divine power bestowed on them
according to their merits, have been teaching this truth on planet Earth for all eternity. Schools or religions, as they are
defined, perpetuate this truth on a theoretical level as well as allowing human beings, according to an order of the
eternal source, which establishes times and modalities, to have a direct experience of this eternity, thus they are
expressions of the divine hand, which is, lives and operates in eternity itself. Those who, by a divine order, have been
able to expand their consciences in the eternal absolute, experiencing the bliss and perfection of the infinite love thus
bestowed on them, become more aware means of their own consciences and follow them in their wishes. Whenever the
primary source recalls, in the meanders of its becoming, the soul it has generated, in order to rejoice at its own origin of
emanation, the task of this soul will be to magnify the infinite power of the source according to the times and modalities
established by the source itself. Therefore, the experience lived and acquired by that soul in this way, becomes a
medium for the primary source to magnify the strength of the eternal love which will thus operate through divine will,
in its constant recall and do its eternal will.
By identifying itself, therefore, with and on acquired conscience levels through divine will, the soul yearns to see the
eternal bliss free from the darkness of the ignorance of those who do not know it, and becomes its executive instrument
according to the divine will which establishes the times, modalities and actions. By suffering for the conscience

ignorance or separation from this experience of eternal and unitary blessedness, the souls of the children thus recalled to
this service by their father, magnify his absolute love power by acting to this only end. Submitting themselves to the
absolute and eternal justice, aware of the times established by the self, the children who have already had this
experience pray and await that on evolutionary cosmic levels, every son or daughter of the eternal source becomes able
to enjoy the eternal bliss, having experienced it in himself or herself. They pray to help according to the modalities
allowed by the law, in its infinite wisdom and mercy, they pray and renounce for ever to enjoy this bliss, by incarnating
themselves in planets of common conscience evolution but less evolved compared with theirs, by sharing everything
with their inhabitants, pushed by a constant impulse of love and service towards the one which manifests itself in all,
and so what is great becomes small, what is magnified becomes humble, the master becomes servant, love becomes life,
eternity becomes reality. The law is carried out because it is eternal and infinite love. What is strong becomes weak, the
erudite becomes ignorant, love becomes crystalline purity serving those who in peace, love and charity perform this
service with humility. Love magnifies itself, triumphant and eternal in the means through which it manifests, thanks to
the evolutionary conscience achieved, its operative will and strength. Those who observe the sons and daughters
magnifying the Power, see and are recalled by the Father, those who love them, are, in turn, loved and beatified by the
Father because in them his eternal hand operates in order to take them there where it is time to go. All this because
those sons and daughters have become one with the source which has called them to this service for all eternity.
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